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I N T ROD U C;T ION

The term "rockburst ll covers all sudden [.nd violent
moveme::1ts of rocks, not deliberately caused by mining, but
due to rock failure~ accompanied by audible or suoaudible
noises.
Rockbursts take place in different types of mining
operations, mostly in deep metal mines and in coal mines.
They occur to a lesser extent in \"orkinss at Sh2"1101"1 depth,
or at the very surface of the srou-Yld, such as in quarries.
Coal mine operators use the terms "bumps" and "outbursts" to de scribe phenomena which actually are rockbursts •.
A blli~P results from the violent failure of a strong thick
bed usually of sandstone, situated immediately or close
above the coal seam. An outburst corresponds to a burst
at the coal face, accompanied by a violent emission of gas.
Rockbursts vary greatly in amplitude. In minor bursts,
lens-shaped pieces or slabs of rock are thro~m violently
from back, floor, and sides of development openings and stopes
as well as from the sides of pillars. These sharp~ed3ed
projectiles may have enough force to decapitate a man. Flaking refers·to the production of small irregularly oval frag~
ments with concave faces; whereas spa1ling produces f~irly
large fragments with convex faces. Arching is a form of
bursting that throws thin slabs of rock from the back of
rectangular or circular openings, until an arched shape is
attained.
Major rockbursts deliver a powerful blow to the mine
structure Which may cause bad damage. Pillars are shattered,
and blocks of material weighing fram a few tons to thousands
of tons aretlLrown from the back, the floor, or the sides
of the excavation. They crush the supports in stopes, drifts
and crosscuts, destroying men and equ1pment.

2

Ohe major burst may affect several levels at the
same time; or, several bursts may occur successively and
at short intervals in the s&~e district. Infrequently,
the displacement of huge volUilles of rocl~s resul tins from
a major burst i'Till cause an "air-blast" of disastrous
effect.
At the surface, roclcbursts may be extremely Violent,
as in the marble quarries of Vermont, Where channeling
machines weighing several tons have been thrown off their
tracks.
Sharp reports may be heard during the "spitting n or
flaking of a face; and bomb-like explosions may accompany
major bursts, but noisy bUl~sts are not the rule. However,
seismic vibrations originate with all rockbursts. In the
case of major bursts, these tremors are propasated over
great distances. one rockburst Which occurred in the
Ontario Province of Canada was recorded as far away as
Boston; and many have been recorded in Ottawa, 280 miles
distant.
Rockbursts have traditionally been associated with
deep mining; such is the case in the Lake Superior Copper
Mines (6,187 ft. deep) Michigan. In Ontario, Canada, the
Lake Shore I"Unes are more :than 8,000 ft. deep, and the Sudbury Mines are 5,500 ft. deep. In Brazil, the Morro Velho
Mine reaches 6,000 ft. In South Africa, depths of more
than 6,000 ft. are found in the Witwatersrand; and depths
of more than 9,000 ft. are found in the Kolar Gold Field
of India. HOi-rever, rock-bursts may also occur in underground
workings of moderate depth, such as in some United States
coal mines, and the European collieries where the depth is
less than 2,000 ft. In such mining operations, careful
attention nas been given to the elimination of rockbursts.
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By their sudden and violent. action, I'ocl:bursts
entail considerable risks for the workers, and have a bad
psychological effect on all of the perso~~el. This, added
to a marked disorsanization of mine routine, decreases the
production rate, and, therefore, increases the cost of mining.
As a consequence, mines are·· obliged to shut dmm or to restrict their activity to the levels where rockbursts are not
a permanent danger.

Table 1, "Rocl'::burst Accident Statistics" (1) gives the

-------

(1) Morrison, R. G•. K., Report on the Rockburst Situation
in Ontario Mines: Trans" Canadian lnst. of IUn. ancl Ifet •.
Vol •. 45, 1942, p •. 229.,
statistics of e.ccidents due to rockbur>sts 8.S COmIJ1?red 'vlith
the total of accidents on the Wit\'Iatersrand, in the Kolar
Gold Field and at the Ontario Mines. Over the period covered,
a total of 243 fatal accidents occurred in the Ontario Mines,
of which 20 were due to roclcbursts. On the Witwatersrand,
there v;ere 3,787 fatal accidents with 341 due to rockbursts;
and 313 fatal accidents with 120 due to'rockbursts in the
Kolar Gold Field. In some mines, all of the fatal accidents
were due to rockbursts; this situation results from the fact
that even the smallest bursts may have disastrous consequences.
The number of bursts that occurred in various mines
of the Ontario Province in Canada is presented in table 2
"Rockbursts in Ontario I-Unes". (2)
(2) Ontario Mining Association, Ahnu2.1 Report of the Rockburst Committee for 1946-1947, June 1947, p.27.
Rockbursts have been costly to the mining industry
both in lives and in losses of marketable ore. Therefore,
investigation of the causes of rockbursts, and research for
their prediction and control, have b.ecome essential. Throughout the world, this workiscarried ..out bJ: special organizations; the Witwatersrand Rockburst Committee, appointed by
the government of South Africa, published its first report
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in 1924, and the Rocl\:burst Committee of t:le Ontario ~Uning
Association started its investigations in 1934, when rockbursts became a cause of serious anxiety in Ontario Mines.
This paper does not pretend to originality; it is an
attempt to brinS to light the causes u:'1.d the rJechanism of
rocl-:bursts, 89 exposed in the literature. Furthermore, an
endeavor has been made to give a comprehensive picture of
the prediction, prevention, and control nethods of rockbursts.
Briefly, what has been done in the field of rockbursts, and
iV'hat remains open to investigation ·is submitted to the readere

The choice of rockbursts D,S a thesis subject appears
to be justified by the 3eol05ic interest of the question.
Detailed geologic observations, and particularly the recording of all the structural features which may be present in
a given mining district, are required before any attempt
can be made to solve the rockburst problem in that district.
Furthermore, an economic interest is attached to rockbursts;
due to the fact that in deep mines, the control of rock
pressure constitutes a problem which may be more or less
serious than control of temperature and which will have a
definite economic influence in the cost of mining. At the
present time, the mines critically affected by rockbursts
are scattered allover the world, and are relatively few.
However, should the present trend towards deeper and deel)er
mines be continued in the future, the economic influence of
rockbursts and associated ground movements could become
increasingly important.
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LIT ERA T U R E

The literature on rockbursts is plentiful. It includes p~pers, written in the English language and in
foreign languaGes, which reflect a 5reat variety of opinions
and methods. Three kinds of sources of information are available: (a) the records of observations on ground movements
in general; (b) the records of observations on rockbursts,
their occurrences and effects, with studies of their causes,
and description of methods of control; (c) the reports on
experiJ:le~:J.tatioi1 carried out in mines or in laboratories,
\vi t:l a vie'\'l to deter:;;.ine tile causes and mechanism of rockbursts, as \'1e11 as to improve prediction, lJrevention, and
control technics.
H. Fayol, a French mining engineer, is among the pioneers in t"'ne study of grot'.nd ;-nover::ents. His experiments
on c~rtificial beds of eo.rth and sand, combined 'I'lith his
observations in mines, resulted, in 1885, in the theory of
subsidence that bears his name. F8.yo1' s theory, 'Hhich admi tted the existence of domes of fractured ·rocl~s above underground excavations, was eventually developed in the
United States by G. S. Rice, H. Briggs, and W.R. Crane.
The theory was adapted to the Kolar Gold Field of India by
J. S. Jones, P. J. CrOWle, R. G. K. Morrison, and J. Spalding. The names of E. H. A. Joseph and C. J. Irving are
associated with the extensive studies of rockbursts that
have been carried out in the Witwatersrand in South Africa.
Experimentation has contributed greatly to enlighten
the rockburst problem. F. D. Adams' investigations at the
end of the 19th century, and, more recently, D. T. Griggs'
experiments on the mecbanics of rock failure under high
pressure, give very valuable information on elastic and
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plastic properties of rocks.
The mechanical properties of rocks have received
considerable attention from tl1e U. S. Bureau of Mines.
This organization has .. also promoted an extensive program
of underground research on the strength of supports and
pillars. The application of Geophysical methods to the
prediction of rockbursts has been; in the past ten years,
an important step towards safer mining. O. \'leiss, a consultant geophysicist on the Witwatersrand, is responsible
for most geophysical methods of prediction presently used
in South Africa, in Canada, and in the United States.
Experiments in stress distribution, using models
under barodynamic loading and applying the techniques of
photoelasticity, are being conducted at Colwnbia University,
New York City, by P. B. 3ucky.
Finally, throughout the ,'[orld, the rockburst corami ttees
have accomplished co~siderable progress in recording occurrences of bursts, promoting scientific research and improving safety measures. The ai~1ual reports of these various
organizations give the progress that is being made in the
field of rockbursts.
Because of the great extent of the literature which
has been used in connection with the writing of this thesis,
a comprehensive review of literature cannot be given here.
Principles of Mining and Geology are, indeed, applied to the
investigation of rockbursting phenomena, their causes, their
mechanisms, their prediction, and their control; but many
other sciences, such as Physics of the Solids, Geophysics,
and Mat~-lematics, are also involved.

7
S U H I;f A R Y

Under the title "Rockb1).rsts ", an account of the
causes, the prediction, the prevention, and the control of
rockbursts is proposed.
A definition of rocl:bursts and an investigation of
their effects are given in the introduction. The mechanical properties of rocks are studied in the first part of
the thesis; special emph2.sis is placed on t~'le cOl1tr2.st between the elastic behavior of roc1:s under ordinary conditions
of pressure, a~d their plasticity when subjected to high
confining pressures. The 3.bility of roc1:s to store el1erQis described. The necessary conditions for a rcc~burst to
occur, viz. rocks presenting hi3h elastic and strength properties; free faces; and high stresses, are deduced.
A description is given of the occurrences of rockbursts in metal mines, in coal mines, and in shallo,,! workings,
or at the surface, for different countries inclUding the
United states, Canada, India, South Africa, Brazil, e.nd
Europe.
The causes of rocy-bursts are then investigated. The
various origins of the stresses which exist in rock masses
around mine excavations are examined and classified into
inherent, residual, and induced stresses. An attempt 1s
made to determine the state of stress at depth, as it results from the combination of the stresses described above.
A brief account is then given of several types of classifications for rockbursts with special emphasis placed on the
classification based on the origin of the burst-producing
stresses; so that, inherent, residual, and induced bursts
are distinguished.
After an outline of the theory of subsidence, and an
investigation of the structural features which influence it;
whereby the rockburst problem is connected with ground
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movernent s in general; various interpret,gtiol1s of tne mecnan1sm of roclCoursts are presented, including tile dome, ring,
and abutrnent-pressure theories. These theories are examined
and critisized in the light of mathematics and experimentation. The i~itial state of stress at depth, and the distribution of stresses around mine excavations are pictured
on the basis of simple mathematical computations and on
model experiments. Thephotoelastic raethod of stress analysis, and the barodyllamic method of model testing are briefly
examined. The limitations introduced into these methods by
the C'.ssw:'lptions \;hich have to be u<:~de are stressed.
It is concluded frorn theBe studies tl1e,t a ril'l..(; stress
actu:;;~lly exists 3.round s:no.ll undel."sround 0:;;8nin83; but,
around. large excavations, the stresses ;?re l;lo,xi:,Wl"'l at tile ,",butments. The existence of a critical value of the percentaGe recovery in mining pillars contributes to enlighten the
mechanism of pillar bursts.
The possibility of a decrease in rockbursts incidences
as depth increases is investigated and given a negative answer.
The problem of rocEbursts prediction leads to a study
of the rate of sagging of the wa,lls, cracking of the ground,
and to a study of the variations under pressure of such rock
properties as velocity of sound, resistivity, temperature,
and production of noises. It is concluded that, although
these methods of predicting rockbursts may have a local value,
none of them can be accepted without reservation.
Control of rbckbursts is estimated to be possible by
usins a sequence of mining operations, and by preventing the
movements of the walls by means of supports. The qualities
and distribution of various types of supports is studied in
connection with the protection of development workings and
stopes. The adoption of a sequence of stoping Which is
based on careful and detailed examination of the structural
features of an orebody is-round-to constitute the best method
for controlling rockbursts.

Rules tlJ.8,t ::13ve to be observed when mini:1G in roc1:burst area ar'e presented; it results that tl:.e idec.l J:J.ethod
of mining is a retreatins lonzwall method v;hich fulfills
most of the requirements, it particularly 8.voids the
of pillars.

formc.~.tion

Since lonswall mining cannot be adopted Without

certain reservations in different types of deposits, other
methods, such as resue-filling, overhand stoping, shrim:uge
stoping, and rill stoping methods, lv-hich have been successfully used in places, are described. Since pillars have sometimes to be left standing in a mine, rules are given concerning the safest methods of reclaiming

t~lese

pillars.

Finally, ·t1::e precautions th2.t h~.ve to be taken while
blasting in rocl::bursts ares. 8.re presentee:'.
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Rockbursts are assoclated \'lith the field of failure
l)henomena. They concern themselves "lith the behavior of
rock stressed to such an extent that failure OCCLWS SUddenly and violently. The concept of failill~e is indeed
inseparable from the idea of stress and. strain. The amount
of stress required to produce failure, tll.e amount of strain
that appears before rupture, and the mechanism of failure
itself, are different according to the type of ~ock stUdied,
and to the pressure conditions.
The conditions of pressure that exist, unde::-gl"'ounc1 are
complex. They may be determL'1ed by observe.tions and, to
some extent, by computations. Laboratory procedures that
reproduce these conditions are possible only after the problem has been simplified. Therefore, it should be kept in
mind that the value of the results obtained depends to a
great extent upon t~e assumptions t~at are wade.
Definition of Stress and Strain
In a body subjected to a system of forces, stress is
the interaction of particles of the body. More accurately,
if dF be the resultant of the forces acting t0~ough a small
element of area dA (Fig. 1) taken in the body; the stress
is Siven by the ratio ~i expressed in pounds per sqUE'..re inch.
Usually, the force dF resolves itself into tlW cOll1)onents :
dN on the normal to dA, and dT in the plane to.ngent to the
dN
area dA at point M•. dA
is called a normal stress, and is
dT is called a shear stress and
designated by the symbol N•. dA
is designated by the symbol T. It is possible to prove mathematically that at any point of a stressed body, there
exist three mutually perpendicular directions of principal
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stresses, for which the norrn2"1 stress is a maximum, a minimum, or has an intermediary value. It can also be proved
that in the three planes normal to the directions of principal stresses, or principal plc.nes of stresses, no shea,r
stresses are &cting. (1)
0.) Mindlin, R. D., A review of the photoelastic method

of stress analysis, Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 10,
Apr., 1939, p. 224.
Strain is the change per unit length in a linear
dimension of the stressed body, which accompanies a change
in stress. It is measured in inches per inch, and designated by the symbol e.
Failure of Rocks at Ordinary Conditions of Pressure
A stress-strain diagram is obtained by plotting the
amount of unit strain against the corresponding amount of
unit stress. Fig. 2 is a stress-strain diagram for a specimen of quartzite, subjected to a slowly applied, simple
axially compressive load, under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure. Many mechanical properties of the
rock can be found by observation of this diagram.
Elasticity of Rocks
Elasticity is the ability of a stressed body to regain its original shape upon removal of the stress. The
more elastic the material, the smaller the strain corresponding to a given stress.(2) Hooke's 1av-l states that, for
(2) Mc Cutchen, W. R., The behavior of rocks and rock
masses in relation to mil:i.tary geolo~y, Quarterly of
the Colorado School of :Mines, Vol. 44, Jan., 1949,
p. 7 •

.

a perfectly elastic material, the strain is~proportional
to the stress. In othe~words, the ratio of stress to
strain, : ' 1s a constant.
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When the force S is compressive, the ratio ~ = E
is the modulus of elasticity in compression for the rock,
or Youn31s modulus. When S is a shear stress, the ratio
: = G is the modulus of elasticity in sheer, or modulus
of rigidity of the rock. The greater the modulus of elasticity E, the more elastic the rock.
Between the points 0 and A of the diagram of Fig. 2,
the curve is apprOXimately a straight line; and if below"
A the stress is,removed, the specimen of rock will return
to its former dimensions. Therefore, between the points 0
and A, the rock beheves l:D::e an elastic material. The modulus of elasticity E is the angular coefficient of the
straight line. Values of the Young's modulus, E, and of
the modulus of rigidity G for various t~Tpe s of rocks,
are given in Table 3.(3)
(3) Birch, F., Schairer, J. F., Spicer, H. C., Handbook

of physical constants, Geological Society of America,
Special paper N° 36, Jan., 1942, pp. 73-77.
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In an elastic material, there is a relationship between the strain in the direction of the stress and the
strain in 6. direction perpendicular to the direction of
the stress. The ratio strain in a direction-L'to stress
strain in direction of stress
is the Poisson1s ratio, u, for the material; it ranges
from 1/4 to 1/5 for most rocks.
After point A, the rock ceases to bepave like an
elastic material and the ordinate of A on the di~grarn represents the tlelastic limit ll of the rock. The amount of
energy absorbed in stressing the rock up to the elastic
limit, or the amount of energy that can be recovered
when the stress is released e.t the elastic liJjlit, is the
elastic resilience of the rock. The modulus of resilience,
or amount of energy stored per unit volume at the elastic
limit, is represented by the area beneath the curve between point 0 and point A. This modulus of resilience is

------------------------r---~~
Range of strength properties, lb.

Rock

~>er

sq. i:.
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p....
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(x 10 )
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~'.

I
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, 1,300 !
2,400

4-

4,300

5.7 - 9.6

14,000 -

2,800

Diorite

16,000 35,<XX:l

t

16,000 ,~uartz1te

1,

45,000

I

2,500 Limestone

Marble

600 -
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28,400
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I
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Table 4:
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L2

equal to 2 E' where L is the value of the stress at the
ela,stic limit, c'.l1d E is the Young's modulus for the rock.
It is usually expressed in units of in-lb per cu-in.
Plasticity of Rocks
When a body remains deformed after removal of the
stress which causes the deformation, flow is said. to have
occurred. Plasticity is the ability of a material to flow.
The diagram of Fig. 2 shows that after the elastic
limit has been passed, and before rupture occurs, the rock
undersoes some plastic deformation. When the stress is removed between point A and point B, the rock specimen does
not return to its primitive dimensions but retains a permanent set. In a shale for example, plastic deformation
before rupture 1s mucD. more :1.mr-ortant than for a limestone.
The inability of a rock to f:t.ow before rupture occurs
is a measure of its brittleness. A rock is very brittle
when the rupture point is very rapidly reached after the
elastic limit is passed. Most rocks are brittle under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure.
Strength of Rock&
Shortly after the elastic limit, in point B of the
diagram, the rock breaks. Point R is the rupture point
of the rock and its ordinate is the ultimate strength of
the rock. Values of the ultimate strength for different
kinds of rocks, and under different conditions of loadin3,
are given in Table 4. It is seen that the ultimate strength
varies according to'the nature of the rock and for a given
rock, according to the mode of loading. Rocks are weakest in tension; the tensile ,strength of a rock is smaller
than its shear strength which in turn is smaller than the
compressive strength. This fact demonstrates the importance
of the distribution and magnitude 0f the stresses in connection with the behavior of rocks under loading.
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TouGhness of Rocks
The amount of enere;y j)er unl t volwfle required to carry the rocl>: to fctilure, or modulus of toughness of tb.G rocl::,
is represented by the total area under the curve OAB of Fig. 2.
Failure of Rocks under High Confining Pressure
The pressure thet exists at a point at a given depth
may be decOmlJOsed into a confining pressure ~md c~ differential pressure~ The former, as indic&ted by its name, acts
in all directions; the l~tter acts in a definite direction
vlhich varies from the horizontal to the vertical accordinG
to the nature of the stresses. Adams (:), and GriSSs (5) ,

(4) Adams, F. D., An

experiment8~ investigation into the
action of differential pressure on certein mineral s
and rocks, employing the process suggested by Professor Kick, Journal of Geology, Vol. 18, Sept-Oct., 1910,
pp •. 489-525.

(5) Griggs, D. T., Deformation of rocks under high confining pressure, Journal of Geology, Vol. 44, Jul-Aue;.,
1936, PP. 541-577.

have reproduced these conditions of stress in the laboratory. A sketch of Griggs' apparatus is given in Fig. 3a.
According to Griggs' results which are illustrated iIi Fig.
and 3b, most rocks have little plasticity at ordinary
conditions of press~re; Whereas at high pressure, the same
rocks flow considerably before ruPtu~ing.(6) vmen the con-

'b

(6) Griggs, D. T., £2. cit., p. 558.
fining pressure passes from 1 atmosphere to 10,000 atmos-.
pheres, the elastic limit of a limestone increases by 10
percent, and the ultimate strength in compression of the
same limestone increases by 600 percent.
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Fig. 4

Fraet ure in shear of a S Fe C ime!1 of
rock subjected to compres8~on.
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F10i-J and Rupt ure
The importance of shearing phenomena should be
emphasized in connection with the mechanism of rock failure and flow. Rocks \';ill fail in shear even when subjected to purely compressive loads. The shear fractures
occur at an angle of 45° with the direction of compres~
sion at ordinary conditions of pressure, e.nd at a Imler
ane;le 1:Jhen the rock is subjected to hiSh confining pressure, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Moreover, tensile stresses are certainly less frequent in the Earth's crust than
compressive stresses; owing to the fact that cracks, slips,
and fractures prevent t~1e transmission of tensile stresses
across t~eir planes. It results th~t failure of rock in
place '\f1ill occur by shec,ring rather tn.ctll by te~1sion or
compression. Also, the value of the shear strergth of a
rock is a measure of its ability to flow. Indeed, Tresca
discovered (1864-72) that under high confining pressure,
a stressed solid begins to flow as soon as the maximum
shear stress exceeds a limiting value measured by the principal stress difference.(7) Furthermore, Bridgmann (8)
Vessot King, L., On the limiting strength of rocks
under conditions of stress eXisting in the Earth's
interior, Journal of Geology, Vol. 20,-1912, pp. 119138.
( 8) Bridgmann, P. W., Shearing phenomena at high pressure,

Journal of Geology, Vol. 44, Aug-Sept.; 1936, p •. 661.
shm'Jed that plastic flow in crystalline·"ncl. non-crystalline
substances is not a quiet phenomenon, but is accompanied
by snapping and jumping, indicating that rupture occurs
repeatedly while the material is flowing. Under the conditions of high pressure that exist in underground mines,
such phenomena are likely to take place. The mechanism of
nowin rocks is therefore complicated, and the lavls which
govern it (9) are beyond the scope of this paper.
(9) Michelson, A. A., Laws of elastico-viscous flow, Journal
of Geology, Vol. 25,1917, pp •. 405-4l0, Vol. 28,1920,
pp •. 18-24.
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Rocl: Hysteresis
According to O. Weiss,(lO) rock hysteresis comprises

-----

(10) 'Vleiss, 0., Causes of rockbursts, The South African
Hining and Engineering Journal, Vol. 53, Oct., 3,
1942, p.,105.
"all ela.stic phenomena where the instmltaneous states
of the body depends upon its previous states as vlell
as upon the instantaneous conditions. In other words,
in this category, the behavior of rocks partly depends
upon their past history of stress".
The domain of elastic hysteresis is both within and
beyond the limits of perfect elasticity, so that among other
curious manifestations, viscosity, relaxation, and elastic
after-vJOrking, come under tIle hee-ding of ele.stic hysteresis.
Viscosity
Viscosity (11) "is the resistance offered by a fluid
(11) 11c Cutchen, VI. R., .2l?- cit., p. 9.
to the relative motion of its particles. A viscous
deformation is characterized b~ a continuous displacement of the particles of the fluid body at a
rate proportionate to the rate of application and
magnitude of the applied shearing load."
The flow of rocks is said to be elastico-viscous.
Relaxation
Relaxation is defined (12) as tithe process i'Jhereby
(12) Mc Cutchen, W. R., Ope cit., p. 12.
certain portion of the rock makes use of some of
the potential strain energy as heat energy of particle vibration".
Relaxation is illustrated in diagram of Fig. 5.
Rocks are not perfectly elastic; consequently, the stressstrain curve between point 0 and the elastic limit A is
not exactly a straight line. Let OA" be the tangent to
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the cm"ve 8;t 0, the shaded portion of the diaGram indies.tes
t:Cle anlOUi1,t of Possible elDstic e~1ergy 'dhich 1s not stored
in the rock during deformation. This enerSy corresponds
to re18xClt10n.
Hysteresis of Strain
Under ordinoory condit10ns of pressure, hysteresis
of strain corresponds to the amount of stored potential
energy lost as heat when the rock is loaded to the elastic
limit and t'::len unloaded. This enrgy is represented on the
diQgr~~ of Fig_ 5 by the dotted area between the loading
curve and the unloading curve.
A rock subj ected to

diff'ere'nti2.I pressure and under D.i'-::~h confini~\; ~Jressure, 1 S f',bIe to st8.l1d~!.;rec:..t 8.mounts
of deforml?_tion; and, besicces the enerl3Y l~)st as lleat, 2considerable clIIlount of enerQ"Y is stored in the rock. In
his ex:~'eriments, Griggs (l~f succeeded to deform a specimen
2,

(13) Griggs, D. T., £2. £i1., p. 529.
of limestone 30 })ercent of its orisinc,l dimensions, Without
rupture. Aftel; release of the pressure, the slJecimen showed
a slow return to its former size, although the former dimensions were not regained. Griggs even obtained, in one case,
fracture of the rock upon release of the stress. This fact
~as confirmed by Weiss' experiments on the Witwatersrand
quartzites. Artifici~ jointing and cleavage of the rock
were obtained on release of a differential pressure, rupturing taking place in planes at right c"1l31e to the plane
of release. Hany cases of rupture of ::naterials on release
~ b y B·
.
of stress have b een experlencea
rl d gmann (14),
. WDO i n t er -

(14) Bridgmann, P. W., Reflexions on rupture, Journal of
Applied Physics, Vol. 9, Aug., 1938, p. 525.

prets them as be1n5 due to the extension of the specimens
on release of tbe load. Tnls exte~sion, of course, is
greater in the direetion of the axis of compression; and
the body ruptures across the planes on which the extension
is greatest.
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The ul time.te strength of the rock diminishes as the
(lr)
pressure is decreased, ? therefore, the recoverable a(15) In. QQ., p.13 and Fig. 3·.
mount of the compression will supply enough potential
energy for the rock to fracture.
It may be concluded from these experiments that in
a rock v1hich he.s undergone high pressurec and much deformation, rupture does not require the existence of a stress
acting in the direction of rupture.
Time Effect, Fatigue
The behavior of rocks under pressure is influenced
by the factor of time. A specimen of rock subjected to
a relatively small stress over a long period of time will
deform SlO\'lly. This property of rocks, called "creep",
is entirely reversible. In other words, if the stress is
removed after a certain amount of deformation has taken
place, the specimen will return slowly to its former dimensions. When the stress has been applied for a long period
of time, the strength of the rock is affected; the rock
will rupture under stresses that are inferior to the ultimate strength of the rock. This property which may be
compared to the "fatigue tl of' metals has been studied by
Griggs. Griggs' diagrams are given in Fig. 6 : below the
elastic limit, the rock will not fail, no matter how long
the force is applied; and no permanent set occurs., Whereas
if plastic deformation occurs continuously, and at a rate
which does not approach zero at infinit time, sooner or
later the specimen will fail, no matterchow slow this
plastic flow is, as shown in Fig. 7. (16)
(16) Griggs, D.T.,

.QQ.

cit., p.:563.
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Influence of Various Factors on the Properties of Rocks
A rocic is &11 cv~.sreS2"te .of minerals 1,-1hio11 are grouped
in different p~tterns or textures; those minerals themselves
present different physical, chemical, anQ';lGchanical properties. 'rhe mechanical properties of a 81 ven rock may,
therefore, be expected to vary according to the predominance of certain minero,ls and to their JIode of group.ing.
Texture
The behavior of rocks under loadins is affected to
a nH~rked degree by their text\J.re. Volcanic or extrusive
rocks, such as rhyolite, 1)8.s801 t, and di,lbase, which are
characteristicall:-l fine e;rc..ined, 9.ud. often e1t::18I' 3lc..ssy
or scoriaceous, are ~ore brittle than their intrusive
equivalents such as granite, syenite, diorite, and gabbros,
. . . hich have a sranular texture constituted of interIocl;;:ln?;
crystaliine mineral s. Sedi:nentary rocks, such as limestone,
are usually composed of minerals held together by a cement.
The nature of t:'ll s cement has a considerable infl uenee on
the strength of the roeks. Hetamorphic rocks may exhibit
the structural characteristics of both sedimentary and
igneous rocks. They sometimes have unique features like
banding, foliation, or schistosity. In general, the finest
3rained rocks are also the toughest.
Mineralogical Composition
The mineralogical composition of 8, rock is an important factor so far as rupture is concerned. There is a
relation between the toughness of a rock and the percentage
of iron and basic minerals that it contains, the most basic
rocks being also the toughest.(l7) The most siliceous sed-

--------'--

(17) TOvlsend, H. G., Proposed ground classification for
mining purposes, E. & M. J., Sept., 1926, p •. 372.

imentary rocks are tougher than the calcareous; cherts and
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sandstones are therefore more difficult to break than limestones. Secondary minerals such as chlorite, kaolin, epidote, calcite, limonite, serpentine, when in a~Jpreciable
quantities, i-\lec1,.ken the bond bet'Yleen crystals, either because
of their indefinite semicrystalline condition, or because
of t:-:eir softness. They decrease the tou::;nn8ss of the
rocks where they occur.
Because most rocks are m~de up of many different
mineralogical elements, their ability to flow depends on
t:le characteristics of these individual cl"'ystals. \~11en
the rocl: is subJected to l:ressure, the less xlard minerals
begin to frs.cture and flow while the hardest minerals are
still in their el~stic state.(18) Therefore, t~ose rocks

(18) Adams, F. D., QQ. cit.,

~.524

which consist largely of one single ingredie~t such as
quartz or hornblend, fail sucdenly and violently, since
the rupture point is reached at the same time by all the
identical crystals that constitute the rock. Those rocks,
such as granite, which are an agglomeration of minerals
"lith vlidely differing qualities rupture pro(jressively. (19)
(19) Sl"'lalding, J., Observations on rockbursts, E. & M. J.,
Vol. 149, May 1948, p •. 91.

The heterogeneity of rocks is also considered as
the cause of their deviation from a truly elastic behavior.
Temperature
Rocks expand when they are subjected to heat; conversely, they shrink when they are cooled. A coefficient
of thermal expansion, or increase in length per unit length
per degree rise in temperature, may be asslgned to each
type of rock. This coefficient of thermal expansion increases with the percentage of silica in the rock; it
6'0
-6
0
averages 8 x 10- cm/crn/e for a granite; 7 x 10
cm/cm/1 a
for a limestone, and 10 x'lO-6 cm/cm/loa for a sandstone.
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At the surface, a~d at moderate depth, most rocks
are porous. Their porosl ty depends upon the l,:umber of
intercryste.l,line spaces p:r-esent. At greater depths, t~'1ese
pores are closed by tbe pressure and microscopic fissursB
develop in the rock masses. Even in apparently very compact
roclrs such as quartzites, small amounts of water is allm'led
to penetrate into these fissures. When present in a rock,
moisture acts in two different ways: first it results in
a1 teratlon of some minerals; 'l,'leakening the bond betvleen
crystal s, and ther'efore decreasins the toughness of the rock.
Moisture also increases the brittleness of the rock to a
considerDble extent.
Table 5, "influence of various factors on physical
pr-oporties of rocl\:s ll~ 20) summarizes and completes the mate-

----_._-

(20) Mc Cutchen, £E. cit., p •. 8.
rial reviewed in this paper.
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sul)jected to a re18.tively s!.1all stress for a very long
period of time.
(g) The ~ore elastic and brittle the rock the mora

violent the failure.
Conditions for Rockbursts to Occur
Conclusions may now be drawn regarding the primary
conditions that are required for a rockburst to occur.
The first requirement is the presence of one or more
free-faces. A rock cannot break if it is not free to
expand at least in one d 4 rection. At the surface, this
free face i s furnis~1ed by the exposure of the sround;
underground, it Viill be the surface of the excccvc-tions.
The second necessary condition is the pr'esence of
material of suitable properties.
Huch more energy is required for breaking 3. piece
of quartzite or even a piece of compact limestone than 1s
required to rupture a sample of shale. The violence of
failure in a rock is in proportion to its toughness and
brittleness. Fig. 8 shows the contrast between the stressstrain diagram for an igneous rock and the stress-strain
diagram for a shale. The toughness and the brittleness of
the former are much greater than those of the latter. Only
rocks with very high elastic and strength properties are
able to break sUdd~n1y and violently in a burst-like manner.
Ro.. . , ever, it is extremely difficult to define any so-called
"bursting rocks", . since even the most brittle varieties of
rocks are subject to flow under the conditions of pressure
that are associated' With very deep mining. Nevertheless,
certain types of rocks are usually associated with rockbursts. They are : granite, rhyplite, and diorite in the
igneous rocks; quartzite, quartz, slate, andhornblendite
in the metamorphic rocks. Schists, shales, certain sand-··
stones and limestones, and partly altered rocks, often
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e,rsills.,ceous, \':i11 yield ,'Ii thout disruption.
Ass~~iub t~at

the two preceding conditions have

alre::tcly baei1 com.plled '",itD.; the third essential condition

for c.. rockburst to occur is the presence of stresses high-'
e1'" thC'"fl the ul tirnate strength of the rocks.
of these stresses will be examined later.

The origin

PLATE I

Photo. 1. Failure of hanging wall accompanying rock burst

Photo. 2. Hanging wall fallen through weakening by rock

Photo. 3.

Failure of wall of slope 0Jf rocK"'burs:t

(1) Reproduced from U. S. Bureau of Mines bulletin 309

(1)

bur~Jt

(1)

(1)
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o C C.U R R ENe E S
Occurre-r.ces of
mi~;es,

OF

ROC K BUR S T S.

rocl~:Jur'sts

in .metal mines, in cO.:l.l

c.11.c1 c.t the surf3.ce, 1:here mentioned in the intro-

Quction.

In order to

tions \·::1.icl1

8..ccom~)8.ny

the Clist::."icts

1::i:lep8

~3et· c.~

better' :)icttlre of thE? concli-

rocl·:1Jursts, a brief description of

such rocl:bursts

["1",3

o~:_ounter'Gd

is

3i von bel 01: •

1-1e t ;:,1 1<1ine s

United St:::tes
In the United Sto.tes, rocl::oursts tc"ke lJlace ill the
L~.lre

Superior Copper Hines,

~·l1c1.1igan,

at the Calunet s,;1d

Hecla Mine.
The C8,lumet Conglomer8.te Lode(l) has "'.Jeen worked a"bout

(1)

Peele, Robert.
pp. 10 - 167.

Minins Ensineer's HRndbook, Vol. I,

two miles RIOD3 the strike and to a depth of 8,000 ft, down:
dip.

The lode,

r~nsing

from 12 ft. to 20 ft. in thickness,

dips from 36° to 38°, and consists of pebbles of felsite
and quartz-porphyry, cemented by a mixture of
ive copper.

rocl~

and nat-

The ore mined, which is toU[~ 'and abr~sive,

contains about 2 percent copper.

The hanging wall is a

shelly diabase and the footwall is a fragmental amygdaloidal layer ofdia-base.
crossin~s

An extensive system of faults and

is present in the deposit. -The rocks susceptible

to bursting are the conglomerate, the hard variety of amy-

PLATE II

Photo.. 4.

Photo. 5.
(1)

Pil_ar s

tt.

by rock

t ( )

(1)
Drift closed y rock burst

Reproduced from Bureau of Mines bulletin 309.
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SdC'-loicl, 8.ncl the die-bc.se T/I':1ich is hard and
:::COUl1Q

Pilla.rs

is more 1 iclile to burst them the
~ll.i (;.~,n,:!,ulc;r

\io1"::ec1 out
(2)

are~

st:con~~.

co~)per

Barren

bearins ore.

l-'rojections of stope "!cclls in le.rse

nrc

particul.?rly sUbj ect to violent bursts L2)

Crc::ne, \'l.R., Roc::bursts in the Lake SWJerior C01)')er
Elines, Ke,::eenC'.v; Point, Hich. U.S. Bur~e.u of l,rlnes,
Bul. 309, :D. 28.
Photo~;rc~~)hs

1, 2, 3, 4, and. 5 represent the a.ction of

bursts on pil12rs, stope w8.11s,

~nd

drifts.

Canada
Rocl::blirsts l1C've

occur:_~2G.

i":1t,.:r·::littently in Onta.rio

mine s s i-1ce 1929, iJut they have not been c. cause of' anxiety
until 1934.

The areas e81,)ecia11y affected are in the Kirk-·

land L'.'.}:e o.nd Sudbury, districts.
The Sudbury orebocly, exploited by the International
Minin7- Company, is in brecciated zones in altered sediments
and intrusives.

The intrusives are norite, granite, and

'!!licr0gesnati te.

The mineralization of sulfides -- pyrr-

hotite, ~entlandite, and chalcopyrite, -- constitutes masses
40ft. to 200 ft. wide at depth.

There are occ~sional len-

ses of quartz-diorite within the massive sulfides.
The dip avera,l3es 65 0

•

The walls are irregular.

ing operations have reached 5,562 ft.

Min-

The Rhyolite, granite,

and norite of the \...alls are partiCUlarly liable to burst •.
In the Kirkland Lake area, a depth of
been reached at the Lake Shore Mines.

8,075 ft. has

There, gold occurs in

crushed arid brecciated fault rones; in complex series of' sye-

/

-- ====-
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ni te

i~1truslve,

aue. in porphyry.

\·.'ith loe,?l dips u.s 1m'! as 45 0
in brc;.nehing vGin systems.

the ore

ZO~1e

The oreooJies are found

•

_f)..s

The senerc.l cUp is 82 0

8"

result of the fre.ctvring,

is eut into <:, Great nttiloer of lar;;e blocks of

he.rei brittle roel::.

Porphyry and. tuffs 2.re the burstins rocks.

Native Gold is c:s:::oci.stted 'vdth pyrite 1n '::.iuartz, calcite,
and :::J.terec1 rocl;;:.

At the ;:vright-H.s.rsr88.ves mine, vlhich have reached
7,272 ft. rockhursts occur in Gold. bearins yorphyry.
F-Our stopins o..r88.S have oeen

burstin~

to

(3)

~9articularly

susceptible

at L[ike Shore :a:"118s(3): (a) a series of floor

Robson, vl.T. Rocl.::.ourst incidence, research and. control
meaSUI"es. Trans. Can. lnst. of tUn. & Met. Vol. 49,
1946~ :)p. 356 -361. ~

-_.._---.....,----,..,..---------------------

pillars situated in the footwe.l1 s::l.de of the orezone, in the
\-Test he.lf of the mine,

on the

l,~vels

the 2,575 ft. horizons (FiB- 9';

from the 2,200 ft. to

(b) an

arc~ in the southeast

part of the mine, where parallel and branching vein structure
persists from the 2,700 ft. level to the 3~825. ft. horiz.on

(Fie. 9b); (c) a pillar area in branching vein structure,
situated on the footwall side of the ore zone fl"om the 3,075
ft. to the 4,325 ft. horizon, about mid,,,Tay in the vJest half
(d) an area located to the 83.st of the Main

of the

CrOS3cut, betvleen the

4,575 ft. and the 4,950 ft. horizons,

\,r:ithin 'Vlhich a complex fracture system occurs •.
Besides

t~e

major bursts, naking, slab1Jlnc5. &nd scal-··

inc occur almost invariably in the back of crosscuts, in
places 'l,'ihere the ground is uniformly

te~~tured.

Brazil
At

(4)

a

the Eorro Velho 8-010. Field(:), gold is fou.nd in

Horwood, H.T., 18prov6Dents in ~eneral minin~ nractice.
Pert III, Dee~ mining. Lc~. Min~ Jour. Vol. 202-203,
Oct. 15,·1938, p. 945.

stron'~~

structLU"'e of a cluE.rtzose 118ture

that occurs in the

forms of shoots in relntively soft schists.

Those shoots

vary from 750 ft.' to 1,000 ft. in strike length.
2;{:e

They aver-

8 ft. in thicknes s, from the surf8ce dOi'il1. to the present

depth of

8~ 051

ft. vd thout a break.

The pi tce is 45 0 at the

surface, c:.nd 19 0 at 6,100· ft.; the shoots oeoo:;le i'le.tter and
more irre;:ul,-:r

f:;.t

6,700- ft.

Rocl::::u.psts occur in the orebody

itself.
India
In the Kolar Gold Field of India, sold occurs in irreg-ular quartz veins situl3ted in Ye.rd and brittle hornblend and
schists, ferru.sinous quartzites and porphyrttic granites.
The ore is aggrecuted in shoots, throubh which the pay-areas
are

err(lt~cf)lly

and dips

80~

d.istributed.

at depth.

The orebody

strik~s

north-south,

Both strtke and dip of the lode are

parallel to the foliation planes of the schists.

The lode

v-lidth is 4 ft. and the pitch vD.ries from 300 to 60 0 northwards.
The lode system is made up of individual veins, termlnating at depth in barren quartz, and reappearing after a
c;reater or leser interval. as stringers, which .gradually tmite
to form a quartz lode.

by as much as
horizontally.

3,OOO~ft.

~e

ore shoots are often

sep~ated

of unproductive ground, measured

The vertica.l depth -6ft.he shafts 18 9i2ao:

at the Oore'!vm Hinss, 8,000 ft. at the HY20re lUne and

7,425 ft. at the Nundydroo3 Mines.
Bursts are freC!.uent in development works.
ci tE:::-l the cose of
85

the

sinl'~

1:C';.8

SpCl.ldin!)

burst the,t took 9lace in a she.ft 8inl:

g

[;'~:T)roachin.s
~

vortic<:l c.e:!.)th of 5,500

ft.

t,,;o

conver~inr:
"-"
'_.J

faul t8, at a

The she.ft bottom "';)urst up-

['.cove them, '\'rl th such violence thc.t the nailed dO'\\ln ple,nl,::s
Here lifted, but the sides of the shaft were undamaged.
In shRft

si~~~s,

spi ttin:: and heavy

felt underfoot when the waste is
blast.
1n~

bein~

bU1i1~IS

are sometimes

clesred up after a

Cases have been recorded of up to 10 ft. of

havinn: been done

\rTl thout

•

~ink--

drilling or blasting.

As a result of a heavy burst that occurred at the Mysore Mine in April 1930, 16 persons were killed, and bulld1ng8 at the surface ,'lere damaged.

Excluding the first burst,

no less than 165 shoclcs '-lere recorded in 6 days, of which

11 Here very hee,vy, and 29 heavy.

As a result of those

bursts, work in one of the sections of the mine on the 2,240
ft. level had to be completely abandoned. (5)

(5)

Morrison, R.a.K~ Report on the rockburst situation in
Ontario mines. Trans., Can. Inst. of Min. & Met~, Vol •.

45, 1942, p. 262.

South Africa
On the Witwatersrand, the orebodies consist of a ser-

ies of indurated conglomerate bands imbedded in hard, brittle, quartzites.

The outcrops can be traced for a distanci1

c:istr::"ce; !'Yld the di!) vG.ric:s from 10° up to 8eo south.

:~or-

:119J.ly, ti,'!O :c"'r211e1 "reef-groups ", fror:, 40 ft. to 200 ft.
~~?rt,

are mined; the stoDin7 uidth in each case,

frOT:; 3 ft. to 5 ft.
of mines
of

t~is

stretchin~

ran~es

There is 8"n E.l!rrost continuolls chein
for a distance of 50 miles; for 40 miles

distance, there ere old outcrop mines, succeeded

on the dip by one, two, or three rows of deep level mines
(6,000 ft. dee l »
tirely

~orked

of 'which the up3;Jer ones are nee!'ly or en-

out.

Therefore,

minin~

cuI t, 2.bove the deep stopilY' arSE.S i21
c~re

conditjons are Ciffi~,:~....y

on!?; 1;1i118, t:--18re

vc..st unfilled and ine,dequD"tely s1.1'oported, open, o.::ld

stoped out areas

stretchin~

upwards, more or less contin-

uously for thous2"ncls of feet.

These conditions are more

pronounced alo:n"" the ce",tr81 "82.rt of
One of the hes.viest bursts
1928, at the City Deep mine.
si~uItaneously

iJ8S

tr~e

Rand.

recorded on April 21,

This burst, which affected

8 levels, for a distsnce of 3,000 ft. along

the strike, and 2,000 ft. on the dip, completely sealed one
cross-cut over a dists.nce of 400 ft., and did considerable
dam8':je on all 8~ levels.
some of the workings.

It took 4' Y98.rS to Get back to
In 1936, another heavy burst occur-·

red at the Simmer and Jack mines, affecting the whole of
the district, and causin:r, a complete halt of the hoisting
operations for 4'months •.

lui/dip

oulbur.!>f

!
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Fig. lOb : Great Mountain CollieryFig. 10

Outbursts at the Great fuountain Colliery, Nest-tYales I England.
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Coal 1·f1nes
Rocl:bursts E..re frequent in the coal mines of the
United States,

Australi~,

and Europe.

A large number of roctbursts have. occurred in the
vrest vrales Coal field of Ensla.nd, especially in the anth-.
re"ci te mines 8"t Great I-Iountain, Pontyberem, and Tareni.
Complicated seologic conditions are frequent in this area.
Those bursts, amounting to hundreds of tons of coal and
accom~anied

by large volumes of firedamp, take place with

little wc"rn1ns.
The rneti"lod of mining used in this area is a lonsvlall
system ,.,.ith conveyers; the faces acivancinS in t:1.8 direc-tion of the strike, have
vance.

E

narrow v-Jorkins driven in ad---

Support is constituted by a minimum of stone pack-

ing C'"nd p8.rtie,11y filled round 'Hooden coe;s.

The depth of

the workings ranges from 400 yds. to 900 yds. (6)

(6)

Pescod, R.F. Rockbursts in the western portion of
the South Wales coalfield. Trans. lnst. of Min. Engrs.
(London) Vol. 107, 1947-1948. p. 514.
Two cases of rockbursts at the Great Mountain 0011--

ieries are illustrated in Fig. lOa and lOb.

An outburst

of coal and firedamp occurred when a 5 ft. wide heading
was turned to the rise, to secure a connection between two
lonswall districts, causing two deaths (Fig. lOa).

An-

other outburst of coal and gas occurred in a 2 ft. 9 in.
thick seam on a conveyer longwall face, slightly in ad-

31
VE.:.lce

of [,notner 10nZl"raJ.l face, to the rise side of' it.

7:'1e outourst occlU"red at a POj:::1t 20 Jds. cl.ovm clip, alOD3

the fc'_ce, e.t Ho. T level, :nea.r a 100<:1 l)Oc}:et of thick coal.
Su~::~)ort be~'liYKl

the conveye:c consisted of unfilled rounci.,

soft-wood. coss, and there was cO!lsidere.ble roof suosia.ence,
(Fig. lOb).
Surf2,oe and Other
_.-

Sh8.11o~!

viorkinr:::s
,

Rocl':bursts ha.ve occurred in shallow l:?orkinss such as
the pres2ure

tun~el

of the

Delaw~re

Aqueduct in New York

Stste, where the overburden is only 300 ft. tnick.

South VleLU.'Yl3ford, Verrn.ont.

3urstin,:.

\,je~s

so

They

violE'~1t

t112.t

yDrts of the quarries had to be ~vacuat8d.(7)

(7) Bain, W.

Spontaneous rock exp8~sion: •
103Y, Vol. 39, 1931, p. 715.

Jour. of Geo\

----,-----.---_..:--_---------

At the VeJ..1ey Q.ue.rry 2J1.c1 the Florentine Blue Quarry, the
marble was first found to close on the drill steel and on
the tools in diamond bore-eoles.
of about 25 ft.

Bursting began at a depth

The ruptures in the floor ,'.'ere so violent

that channeling machines weighing over 1 ton were thrown'
off their tracks.

In both quarries, the rock

surf~ce

is

essentially horizontal, and the'quarries are completely
shut off from direct sunli5ht.

The temperature conditions

are constant around the year, staying in the neighborhood
of

O~

centigrade.
From an examination of the incidences of rockbursts,

it is rec.lized the,t very differEnt
2,Ylc1

rock masses in '...-ide

fected.

r=,.n~se

of ore oodies,

of conci tions, may be o..f-

At any rste, violence and disastrous resLuts us-

ually c.ccompc:.ny roc}::bursts.
c.re reIeE-sed by
DE.. te

ty~)es

Tremendous 8.::lounts of erlergy

rockburstin~j.

J. S. J o!1es If!E.cie c:m esti--

of the enersy as soc ie,ted. 'rii t:1.

on the Kolar G'old field. (8)

S.

:18diurn-necwy burst

Usi::1g seismorjrc:-1Jhic mee.sure-

-----_.__..
(8)

Morrison, R.G-.K •. Re90rt on the rockburst situation
in Ontario mines, Trel1s. Can. Inst. of ran. & r;~et.
Vol. 45, 1942, p. 253.

ment s, a:0d.

mG-ki::1~S

c_ :n1.1!"2.oer of s impl ifyinS as sUJn:;Jt ions, he

calculated thot 15,000 foot-tens

(c; )
~

,

had ossn 1iber&.ted,

(9) 1 foot-ton is the enerp:v required to move 1 ton on a
distance of 1 foot.
~u

whieh could. not he,ve been stored in less than 1.,500,000
cu. ft. of rock.

Thus, a volume of rock a9proximately

equivalent to a. 500 ft. by 500 ft. by 30 ft. block of
rock ivas involved in the sUdden rupture prod.tieing a med-

iwn rockburst.

Therefore, millions of foot-tons are prob-

ably associated with the major bursts.
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Rockbu.rsts .'lre due to the sudder-. ana violent fe.ilure
of rocks s-tressed beyond t'o"'.el·r·
ultim~te
..l
. H t ' . . str e noS th .
~

to understand the mechanism of

rockbt~stinG,

In order

it is essen-

tial to investisate t"he oriSil1 of the stresses 1'lhieh cause
rupture.

Stress 9roducin3 factors are manifold in the earth's

crust, Bond the stress arrangement that results is undoubtedly
complex, B.nd. it also var1es from place to ple.ce.
Origin of the stresses
Although other C18ssifieations

c~re ~Joss:''.Jle,

it is

particUlarly corwenient to divide the stresses that exist
in rock masses around mine excD..vations accordin:; to their
mode of origin.

Therefore, stresses may be inherent stres--·

ses, residual stresses or induced stresses.
Inherent Stresses
Inherent or initial stresses are those which contri-bute to the edification of the earth's crust.

They are the

tectonic forces which produce folding, faulting and the
movement of intrusions With, as a consequence, the ultimate reorganization of the mineral composition of a. rock
by metamorphism.

The pO.. . l erful tectonic forces v/hich cs.use folding have
been usually neglected in rockburst studies, probably

be~

cause it is extremely difficult to prove their existence at
present.

Indeed, the folds that can be observed prove that

these tectonic forces have existed but not that

they still

71·

,)'+

e:;:j_st.

Those s tres se;:;, uSl1.ally ","ctin'!, in a

Gction, may

o6~;reet.

is only by cG.reftll
inat:ton of the

In

'::'i1'-

3801o?ic.?11y 2.ctive r8';ion, it

c"':,

seolo$"~~,ic

orientG,t~o!l

~orizont~:.l

08servetions, :;"t,nd by an exaT!l-

of the individual mi!1er2,ls in

the rock texture, or petrofabric analysis(l) that the dir(1)

Fairbairn, H. itT. Structurs.l petroloGY of deformed roc}:;:s.
Ce.:norid.r:re, Hass., Addison-Vvesley Press, Inc., 1942.
pp. 143:

ectio~

of the tectonic forces can be

ascert~ined.

On the

vli tW2,tersrc.nd, for inst2!.1ce, the direction of the tecto!l.ic

forces 112,S been det(3r:TlinecL

It is

direction.Si:Tlilarly, it is

extre~ely ~ifficult

c~cth'":::,: i:r~ PN

north-south
to prove

the existence of e.ctive fcul t:l.ng forces in c,ny fractured district.

However, nothins proves that they have ceased to act.

The Intrusions, which are encoillltered in many mining
districts as

pez~atite

or dolerite dykes or sills, have been

set up vii th consi.derable deployment of forces.

Part of these

forces may be still acting.
There also exist at a given depth, a vertical force
due to the weight of the superincumbent strata.
ions are held as to the importance of this force.
side this vertical force is

thou~nt

total weight of the column of rock.

Several opinOn one

to correspond to the
On the other side, this

stress is considered to represent only a fraction of the
actual weight of the column of ground.

The latter opin-·

ion appears to be the most correct; it is indeed supported

by the following arguments::
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1.
( 2)

Ensesser

~roved in 1882(2) that e ~ass of dry,

3e?1, :·I., AS'8ect of r;:rounC ~;}ovements.
in~-~ J our-neJ. • Vol. 68, 1947, p. 114.

Cnnc,.o.icn min-

loese, m8,terie,1 cont8inec. in a vessel does not exert on
t~1e

bottom of this vessel a pressure

of the col uran above it.
repeated by others,

ec:us.l to

t~1e

The se.me ex};)srience, "tlhich

~roves th~t

i'reisht
W6,8

there is no reason why,

after :getrificatioD of such loose ma.terial, the pressure
on the same level

coulc~.

have

incrs8.sed. to the.t of

bee~"'.

the full 'I':ei,,:ht of the coll.:u::n.

Ri tter, ",Then

el1~,a,~ed

in cr"lculatinr; the necess.s.r;,r streDD",th

End thickness of tu.."1nel

li:nir:~.:;s,

discoverec. thE.t

t~1ere \-;2..8

no rele.tion at all beti-,reen the nccessar;,.T stre:':l,':",th of these
linings and. the thiclmes8 of the rocl: cover.

This fact

has been confirmed by many mine operators.

3.

Very often, rockbursts do not coincide with the

<:>;ree,test thickness of overburden.

The hea,viest presures

in such tunnels as the Alps tunnels, did not occur under
the crests of the mountain r.s.Dr:o:'es.

4.

stron,; strata in a formation, ;nay act as bridges

which prevent the layers situ8.ted 10\-le1" in the formation
from receiving the full weisht of the overburden.

Fur-

36.

thermore, even i'ihen those layers are fractured, they are
capable of protecting the layers below them.

This act-

ion is attributed to an arch effect, comparable to that
v/hich is

t<.'"kin~

p18.ce in

stOl~age

bins.

It is a well knovln

fact tbat the weisht that is acting on the bottom of the
bin is not equal to the weight of the full column of material above it.
Therefore, it may be concluded that a point at a
given depth, there is a vertical pressure, but this pres-sure is but a fraction of the weight of the column of rock
above.
The action of temperature as a stress inducer may
be important.
of heat.(3)

(3)

Rocks expand in all directions as a result
The natural temperature of rocks increases

in. ££.

p. 21-22.

with depth at the approximate rate of

l~

centigrade per

100 ft. of depth. The expansion of rocks which results
from heat may therefore be important at great depths.
Heat is also supplied by the chemical reactions that take
place in rock masses, and also from extrusive masses, and
from thermal solutions.

The heat emitted by chemical reac---

tions is particularly noticeable in coal by the process of
coalification.

Stresses are also set up at the skin of

rock masses which are exposed to cooling; i.e. in mines,
and particularly in deep mines, where the contrast between
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the rock

te~per&ture

and the atmosphere is Great; and

also 8,t the sur:face of the ground in climates involving
importa.nt daily changes in temperature •
. Water, \fIhen present, sets up. a pressure in rock
masses.
( 4)

Most rocks are porous(4) and when these pores

in..2E •

p • 22 •.

..,.""

'"

and cracks are filled with water, there is a water head
acting on the rock.
pressu~e

The importance of this hydraulic

corresponds to the depth of the rock formation.
I

Gases are liable to induce stresses in certain rocks,
and particul·arly in coals.

Gases exist in normal coal in

a state of adsorption in the capillary structure of the
coal (5); ·the hiSller ra.'1king coals, such as anthracite,
(5)

Fescot,.QQ.

cit~.

p. 534.

haVing a very great capacity.
Tectonic forcesand stresses set up by temperature
may result in a reorganization of the intimate texture
o:f the rocks.

There is migration of certain elements

and formation of new crystalline minerals in the rocks.
Recrystallization stresses

8~e

indueed by the process.

These stresses are important in rocks metamorphosed,
. either by contact with intrusive masses, or by extensive
tectonic de:formations.
The last type of initial stresses is due to the con-
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fiSuration of the ore body and its relation to the surroundinG rock formation and also to the attitude of
these rock masses, whether they are flat, steeply dippinG, folded, or extremely irregular.

In a steeply dip-

ping vein, for example, the material of the vein has a
natural tendency to slide along the dip.

Of course, the

importance of the stresses so set up, depends to a large
extent upon the natuxe of the bond between the vein and
the wall rocks.

Similarly greater stresses exist at the

bottom of a syncline than at the top of an anticline.
Residual stresses
Residual stresses are built up during the past history of a rock formation.

They are due to the ability

of rocks to store energy.(6)

(6)

The energy stored in rocks

in..2£.. p. I 7 •

that have been submitted to any kind of inherent stresses may be released by erosion or by mining operations.
Stresses which result from the release of the energy accumulated in rocks that have been sUbjected to extensive
tectonic movements, to metamorphism, as well as to the
depth pressure, are particularly great.

The direction

of release of the residual stresses corresponds with the
direction of the formerly acting forces.

This direction

may be ascertained by petrofabric analysis of specimens
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of rocks taken in place; by
ample.

At

~ny

di2~111Ond

drilling, for ex-

rate, the orientation of the specimen

should be carefully recorded.
Induced Stresses
All stresses, directly or indirectly due to mining
operations are induced stresses.

First, stresses are

induced around all underground openin8s, and their cause
is to be found in the opening itself.

The amplitude of

those stresses depends on the extent of mining, and on
the repartition of the excavations underground.

In adQ-

ition to these stresses, and as an indirect consequence
of mining, stresses are set up by movements taking place
at a distance in the walls of the excavations, along such
lines of wea.kness as joints, faults, cleavages, slips, and
bedding planes, always present in a rock mass.

These

movements will be induced as soon as the.exca.vation
reaches a certain dimension.

Th&magnitude of these in-

duced stresses around underground excavations can be estimated either by observation of their effects, or by
computations.
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Ch~r~cter

of the Stress at Depth

All the stresses investigated above, actually combine to create a definite state of stress at depth.

Since

some of those stresses are acting in all directions, but
most of them act in one direction only, varying from the
horizont~l

to the vertical, it is of interest to know

what their resultant will be.
The state of stress at depth has often been considered hydrostatic in character.

In other words in a point

at a given depth below the surface of the ground, there
would be a definite

pr~ssu~e,

as in a liquid (Fig. 11a).

acting in all directions,

It is argued that the verti--

cal pressure due to the weight of the rock cover, .induces
a horizontal stress.

At moderate depths, this horizontal

stress is only a fraction of the vertical pressure but, .
as depth increases, it reaches a value equal to the vertical pre ssure (1), and therefore" the state of stress
becomes hydrostatic in character at great depths.

This

reasoning has been highly controversial in recent years •.
The existence of an "all-aroundll pressure in the undis-··
turbed rock underground::ts a fact of observation.

It 'Was

first recorded bY Heim, when the Alpine tunnels were
driven, particularly the Simplon tunnel in l878~

Row-·

ever, the nature of the pressure can hardly be considered
as hydrostatic for the following reasons:

'
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a.

An hydrostatic pressure can exist only in an

homogeneous medium, '~uch as a liquid and rock formations are not homogeneous.

In fact, they are gonstitu-

ted of different types of rocks, and in addition, they
are divided into angular blocks by planes of weakness
that have well defined orientation.
b.

The various types of stresses that contribute

to form the state of stress at depth are

acting either

vertically or horizontally, therefore, although some of
them act in all directions,
whether the resultant

Co.Il

i~

is extremely doubtful

possibly be a hydrostatic

pressure.
c.

Permanent deformations, such as folds, which

are independent of mining are often met vii th in under-ground workings.

Their existence does not agree with

the existence of hydrostatic pressure.
d.

The horizontal stress (sh) that is induced by

a vertical stress (Sv) is given by the relation Sh =
SV/l-u, for an elastic material; relation where u
the Poisson's ratio of the material.

is

Should the hori--

zontal stress Sh become equal to the vertical stress Sv.
at depth, the relations-hip
be verified.

± u_ u

1

1, or u = '2

has to

It was seen that such is not the case, since

most rocks have a P~isson's ratio varying between 1/4 and

1/5. (7)

(7)

in. QQ.

p. 11.
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Consequently, the existence of a simple hydrostatic pressure in the undisturbed masses of rocks at depth
appears extremely doubtful.

An element of rock taken at

depth is subjected to an all around pressure, or confining pressure, due to the action on this element of all
the other particles that jam around it, but a differential pressure is
(Fig. lIb).

supe~imposed

on this conftning pressure.

This differential pressure is likely to as-

sume any position from the horizontal to the vertical,
although these two extreme positions are probably more
frequent.

C LAS S I FIe A T ION

0 FRO C K BUR S T S

Rockbursts may be classified according to their
magnitude or severity, according to the emplacements
they generally affect in mines, or accordin,r<; to their
ori-:;,in.
The classification of rockbursts into very heavy,
heavy,

stron~,

and tremors, is based on the amplitudes

of the seismograph record.

This classification is not

satisfactory since mcmy seismo?;re.phs should

h~-lve

to be

distributed throughout the mine and these instruments
are expensive and used sparingly.

Moreover, this clas-

sification is liable to considerable error because there
is a damping effect of the shock-io'raves resul tins from
a burst and this damping effect is greater when the tremor is traveling across

t~e

beds than when it is travel-

in~ along these beds.(l)
(1)

Harrison, R. G.K. Report on the rockburst situation
in Ontario mines. Trans, Canadian rnst. of Min. and
Met., Vol. 45, 1942, p. 270.

----------..,...-----:'~--......,.._._-------------

When the emplacement 1s used as a basis for classification there will be fault-zone bursts, development
bursts, pillar bursts, and large-area bursts.

No indica-

tion of the nature and of the magnitude of the bursts is
thus given.
tory.

This classification 1s therefore

unsatiBfac~
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In a classification which 1s very widely used,
~)artlculC'.rly

on the Wit\'i2.tersrc.na, rockbursts

~re

lis-

ted either as strain-bl.l..I'sts or crush-bursts.
The term strain-burst covers all cases of small
pieces of rock flyin3 out from the solid face.

It is

used in associa,tion with fracturing due to local straining of the rocks.

These bursts are always local, occur--

ring in development ends and in shaft bottoms, but the
shocks are comparatively heavy.

As they

OCCLW

where

labor is concentrated, the loss of life is often considerable.
Crush-bursts, also called pressure-bursts, are
cases of

gro~~d

and movements.

failure due to more general pressures
They include shear bursts,

burst·s, and pillar bursts.

la~ge

area

Shear bursts are the com-

monest type, they affect the face of a single stope with
a shock of medium strength.

The losses in life are les8

than might be expected as they normally occur during or
son after, blasting when the stope is empty.

Large area

bursts, which are not frequent, cause heavy tremors, considerable loss of life, and great damage to the workings.
They occur in partially stoped areas, especially where
several pillars have been left in the neighborhood of
faul ts, or intrusions
supported.

and~

also in areas insufficiently-'

Pillar bursts are complex bursts affecting

pillars or remnants and are accompanied by medium or

heavy shocks.
The main objection to the latter classification
is that actually all rockbursts are strain bursts, inso-far as rocks must be strained beyond their ultimate
strength to rupture and that pressure is common to all
varieties.
In order to be able to face the rockburst problem,
the mining engineer wants to know: how much rock has been
displaced, whether the burst has resulted partly from
the redistribution of stresses due to mining operations
and whether a change in mining method might improve the
existing conditions, or whether the stresses are inherent in the rocks before mining began.

A classification

that fits this purpose is based upon the origin of the
burst.

Thus, the bursts are connected with the stresses

that cause them.

So there will be (a) inherent or init-

ial bursts, (b) residual bursts, (c) induced bursts, and
(d) combination bursts, in which the predominant factor
is placed first; i.e.,
( 2)
etc ••••
( 2)

inheren~1nduo.ed;

induced-pesidual,

Jeppe, C~ B., GOld mining on the Witwatersrand.
Vol. I, Ohap. X. p. 791.

An objeotion to this classification may be that,
actually, all residual stresses are also inherent in a
rock mass, therefore, the two first types of bursts, i.e.,
inherent bursts and residual bursts, may be grouped under
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the denoluination of inherent bursts.

The Ontario Min-

ing Association has adopted the latter classification.
So far as this paper is concerned, attempt will be made
to keep this classification, however, it will be convenient to refer sometime to other classifications, such
as pillar bursts, development bursts and shear bursts.
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Fig. 12

Influence of the topography(F g. l2b) and of
the eha~ of an orebody (Fi • U ) on t e
incj.dence of rockburstir •
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Inherent and Residual BUrsts

The mechanism of inherent and residual bursts is
very much the same.

In both cases, the stresses are

accumulated in a mass of rock before mining commences.
A mass of ground stressed in this manner, has been compared to a loaded gun.

The action of mining correspond-

ing to the pulling of the trigger.

In other words, out

of the three conditions that are necessary for a rockburst to occur two are realized before the start of min-ing, i.e., high stresses, and::.suitable rocks.

:r.Uning

only procures the free faces where the rock may expand.
Inherent Bursts
Inherent bursts are more frequent in
in development works and they may take
depth.

stopes than

pla~,

at shallow

These bursts occur when the mine workings are

approaching some highly geologically disturbed zones,
such as the center or the flanks of a syncline, usually,
an anticline has less stresses.

The shape of the

ploited vein itself may be the cause of a burst.
is shown in Fig. 12a.

ex~·

This

The stresses due to the weight

of the rock cover act obliquely on the rock at the face
which 1s thus liable to burst.

The influence of the
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topo5rs,phy is ill-ustro.ted in Fib. l2b: the horizonte.l
force H, induced by the vertical pressure resulting from
the weight of the mountain

~ay

be great enough to cause

a burst ,,,hen an opening is driven at B-, although the dept:h
of tae working is small.(l)
(1)

Bucky, P. B. Rocl:burst, a symposium. A.I.M.E. Tech.
Pub. 1468, Min. Tech. Vol. 6, 1942, p. 53.
The action of adsorbed gases in the mechanism of in-

herent bursts in coal mines has been frequently

deb~ted.

It is estimated thc.t the E;rec.t emissions of Sas associated Hi th some bu.."Ilps may be the result c:md not the cause
of the bumps.

In some of the largest outbursts investi-

gated in the South-West collieries of England; it was found
that the quantity of firedamp emitted did not exceed that
which might be given off

sradu~lly

by regular and steady

mining of the large 'tonnage of coal suddenly displa.ced by
burs t ing.(2)
(2)

Pescod,

22.

~~.,

p. 538.

Residual Bursts
The amplitude of residual bursts varies from flaking,
or spitting of the face, to slabbing or wedging of the
sides of the excavation. However, whether the burst is
a major form or a minor form, its violence is always extreme.

In a mining district, where residual stresses are
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accumulated in roc1cs as a result of the geological history
of the reSion, Otwsts are liable to occur in places where
the stresses are not given a chance to release progressi vely.

It foIl m11S that residual bursts are more frequent

in rapidly advancing workings, such as development openings.

In stopes, the release of the stress will be pro-

gressive, due to the relatively slow rate of advance, and
to the di:uensions of the excavation, irlhereoy a greater free
surface is supplied '''here the rock can expand.
Expansion of the rock, and eventually its fracturing
I'lill be maximum in the direction of the formerly acting
stresses.

According to this direction, troubles will come

from the roof, from the floor, or from the sides of the
openings.

In the marble quarries of Vermont, bursts oc-

cur when vertical channels are cut into the rock, release
of the stresses is therefore maximum in a horizontal direction.

In these quarries, absence of expansion and burst-

ing has been noted in the upper 20 ft; in which the rock
had time to free itself from the residual stresses.

This

condition does not exist in the lower part of the quarries
due to the rapidity of the quarrying operations.(~)
(3)

Bain,

QQ. cit.,

p.7l7.

Induced Bursts
As soon as an excavation has been made underground,
movements are.. liable to happen in the surrounding rocks

DI

ex. caval/on
~

D2

~~;':"'~\~~~~L
Fi ..

13 : Subsidence ..

s: subsidence
d: angle of draw
t: t:::.icj.c--less of the vejj-;

Pig.. 14 : Faycl' s dome of subsidence.
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which are pulled from above and below towards the excavation.

SUbsidence refers to those downward movements that

take place in the ground above an excavation and manifest
themselves at the surface by a lowering of this surface.
According to the nature of the rock caver, the extent of
mininS and the supports used in the excavations, these
movements may be slow or fast, hardly noticeable or prominent; and they can induce the sudden rupture of great
masses of ground.

Mechanism of Subsidence
In connection with roekbursts, it appears essential
to know the extent of the movement$ which, as a consequence
of mining, are taking place in the walls of underground excavations.
Fig. 13.

The mechanism of subsidence is illustrated in
This figure represents a cross-section of a dip-

ping vein in "lhieh an excavation E has been made by mining.
The amount of surface subsidence 1s represented by sand
is limited laterally by R and

C~

Movements take place

along well defined lines of draw, which make an angle d,
called angle of draw, with the vertical.

These lines of

draw are related to the lines of weakness existing in the
formations.

They are c10ae to the vertical- in horizontal

or slightly inclined deposits.

In highly inclined depos---

its and in folded beds the lines of draw assume any position from the horizontal to the vertical depending upon
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the prominence of the set of slips follOi"ed. (4)
(4)

Crene, \i. R. Subsidence and ground movements in the
COP1)er and iron mines of the Upper Peninsula, Mich.
U.S. Bure~u of Mines, Bulletin 295, 1929, p. 33.
The problem of subsidence presents itself in an acute

manner when the mining method used entails caving of the
hanging-wall measures after all the ore material has been
removed, i.e., in long wall mining, and in the bord-and-. pill~r method of mining.

In these casesrockbursts or

bumps occur when subsidence is not properly controlled.
Then, instead of having a progressive fracturing of the
wall rocks, sudden failure of these rocks takes place.

Influence of structure on the Incidence of Rockbursts
The relation between subsidence and lines of weak-ness shoQld be stressed.

Rock masses have a tendency to

move along preexisting lines of weakness rather than to
cut new breaks across the formations.

There always exist

lines of weakness of some sort in a rock mass: faults and
joints, slips or bedding planes are always present and
even when an apparent slip tails out, it has been found(5)
Crane, W.R. Subsidence and ground moyements in the
copper and iron mines of the Upper Peninsula, Mich.
U. S. Bureau of Mines·, BUlletin.299, 1929, p. 11.
that the line of weakness persists and develops vlhen pres-
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sure is exerted parallel to the slip.

Extensive joint-

ing systems are characteristic of the hardest types of
rocks.
Emphasis has sometimes been placed on the attitude
of layers of country-rocks in respect to exploited veins.
It has been found that where these layers are parallel
to the vein -- a condition existing in the Kolar Gold
Field, the Witwatersrand, the Lake Superior district,
Western Australia, Morro Velho, and various coal mines
danger from rockbursts is also present.

Many induced

bursts result from movements that take place in the walls
along lines of vleakness, sometimes at great dist9.nces from
the openings.

The state of stress is developed by forces

which are attempting to produce slippage along the fracture planes but, since movement is opposed by friction,
energy is stored up in the rocks.

When the balance is des-

troyed, the energy is released, accompanied by a shock or
tremor. (6)

(6)

Robson, 22. cit.,

p. 350.

In many cases, although the energy thus released may
be great, owing to the important masses of ground moved,
no effects of the occurrence can be found underground.
In other instances where the mine opening is crossed by
the fractures along which movement takes place, there may
occur rather heavy bursts.

Movements occurring in the

walls Qay also brinS big masses of rocks to shift their
posi tion so t ~1.at their i'!ei~ht is throvm upon t:::e supports
and the pillars.

These pillars are thus liable to burst.
i

Such rockbursts have been observed in many mining fields.
At Lo.ke Shore !~ines for instc.nce, the greatest troubles
have been found in fractured zones and other complex faulted areas and burstinG has been attributed to movements
of the rocks.

It is not surprisinG, in view of the Great diversity
of conditions in mines and the complexity of the internal
stresses causing rockbursts, that many divergent opinions
exist as to the mechanism of the phenomenon.
Pressure Dome Xheory: :
Fayol's iden of subsidence in stratified deposits(7)
(7)

Peele,

.QQ.

cit.,

has been adopted by many

p. 10 - 522.
stud~nta

ded to all kinds of deposits.

of rbckbursts and exten-

According to Fayol's experi-

ments, subsidence of the ground above mine excavations is
limited by a sort of dome which has for base the area of
the excavation.

The pressure-dome theory, which ,was spread

by CrOWle, Dinsdale and Morrison on the Ko1ar Gold Field,
and by Rice in the United Btates, (8) assumes that the weight
(8)

Morrison, R. G. K., A general theory of Rockbursts,
E. & M.J., Dec. 47, p. 70; Jan. 48, p. 68; Mar. 48,
p. 66:
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of overburden above 8. minefs the major factor leading
to rockbursts.
luss.

Domes are formed aro~~d uhder~round open-

In these domes the rocks have been broken by stres-

ses due to the S8.35in[5 of the walls.

The size of the

domes increases with the depth of mining.

In the final

stage of mining, t;lere are nurnerous domes, overlapping
each other as shown in Fig. 15.

Outside the local stres8-

zones, the general stress ter,dency is to merge the individual domes into one large dome embracing the whole area.(9)

(9)

Morrison, R. G. K. Report on the rockburst situation
in Ontario mines, Tr&ns. Canadian Inst. of Min. and
Met., Vol. 11-5, 1942, p. 231.

Merging of several domes occurs by failure along weakness
through the pillars or in either walls, or it may take the
form of shearinG of the face of the pillar.
be gradual, or sudden, in a rockburst ma~~er.

Failure may
Merg1n3 of

domes, with sudden release of the stress accumulated may
take place between stapes separated by pillars, or between
stopes in branching veins; and also, when stoping 1s work-ing up towards a fault or other major line of weakness.
Then the stress zone becomes concentrated on that solid
ground between the stope dam; and the fracture, eventually
inducing failure and sudden enlargement of the dome, with
the fault at the apex.(lO)

(10)

Ibid.,

p. 237.

Arching, manifesting itself
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in the violent SC8::U.. n:7 of the eXlJosed faces of levels,
\'Jinzes, and other small excavations, is the beginning
of the domins process.
The follm·l:l.. n.s arguments are usually brour:;ht up a- . ·
ge..inst
(a)

the ·,'ressure-dome theory:
The existence of large-size domes around mine

excavations has never been demonstrated

under3roQ~d.

On

the Kolar Gold Field, for example, fissures which can be
referred to as doming fractures, have been set up to 150
ft. into the "l2.lls, but they are very uncommon.

30 ft.

to 50 ft. is usually the maximum distance from the vein
at which cracks are detectable, even under extreme conditions of stress.
(b)

Equilibrium Call1lot be reest~blished in the

rocks through the merging and enlargement of domes be-cause the critical pressure at which failure commences
is lm'lered ""i th the increase of the radius of the dome. (11)
(11)

Weiss, O. Causes of rockbursts. The South African
Mining and Engineering Journal, Vbl. 53, Oct~ 3,
1942, p. 105.

Therefore, if the pressure was too high at the orisinal
size of the dome, equilibrium

canno~

be reestablished by

domes of increasing size, unless the pressure falls far
below the initial pressure, or the domes penetrate into
much stronger rocks.
(c)

The so-called doming may bean effect and not

Fig. 16& : Stress-rirIe around a. small excavation.
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a cause of rockbursts.
(0.)

It is extremely difficult to visualize the forrn-

ation of domes in
(e)

Q~stratlfied

rock masses.

The doming theory can only pretend to explain

the meche.nisIn of induced bursts, 2.nd cem hardly be applied
to development bursts.
(f)

The theory fails to explain the repetition of

bursting in the same pillar.
Pressure Ring Theory:
The notion of ring-stress around underground

openin~s

has been evolved by Spalding on the Kolar Gold Field.(12)
(12)

Spalding, J. Theory and practice of ground control
(The Kolar G'old Field), Trans. LM.:H. (London), Vol.
47, 1938 - 1939, pp. 71 - 144.

It is assumed here that the state of stress at depth is
hydrostatic in character.

Fig. 16a shows that when a

small excavation is made; on one side of the particle A,
the forces no longer balance,

~nd

the elasticity of the

rock allows the particle to be forced to,,;ards the excavation.

All the other peripherical particles also move in-

wards and jam against each other.
shown at U.

The total effect is

A ring of rock surrounding the excavation is

thus in a much higher condition of stress than the rock
when undisturbed by mining operations.

The greater the

radius of the excavation, the deeper the extra-stress ex-tends into the wall-rock.'

The ring stress is not necess-
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arily of maximum intensity at the skin.

If the latter

is damaged, or of unsuitable shape, the maximum stress
may be farther back in the walls.

Whenever the stress

exceeds the maximum strength of the rock, or when the
rock itself is weakened by fracture, or slip planes,
rockbursts are liable to occur.
When a stope is opened under the conditions of heavy
stress which result from considerable depth, the surface
particles of the flat-wall rocks are free to expand inwards into the stope, and the skin pressure is
released.

l~~ediately

This is the opposite effect of that in a level,

where the skin particles, being on a curved surface, are
forced into a ring of increased compression.

In a stope,

the wall of the stope, originally flat, is now convex,
consequently, near the opening the particles move perpendicularly to the wall, and no jamming effect occurs.

How-

ever, away from the opening, movements in converging directions take place, and a dome of increased stress is thus
created; this is illustrated in Fig.

16b~

The ring com-

pression increases from zero at the face, to a maximum
somewhere within the dome, and decreases to the normal
depth-stress at the limit of the expansion dome.
Within the ring-stress, the rock is fractured but can
transmit pressure onto the remnant and supports, which may
burst.

Bursts may also occur at the face by shearing, or

wherever a development opening is driven into the zone of
increased stress.
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This pressure-ring theory has many points in common
vlith the dome theory.

However, it gives an explanation

of the rockbursts that occur in development openings.
Beam Theory:.
The layer of rock situated immediately above underground excavations has often been considered as a beam
which will deflect, and eventually break or burst.

Of

the various theories that haNe been bui1.t on this assumption, the "cantilever" theory, developed by E. H. A. Joseph for a zone of thick quartzite beds of the Witwatersrand, is the most clever.
The stresses considered in this theory result from
the weight of the overburden to which are added stresses
set up by lateral expansion of the rocks.

A horizontal

stress is induced by the vertical pressure and increases
with the depth of mining.

Owing to the free faces created

by mining, a differential bUlging of the layers takes place,
as shown in Fig. ·17a.

This bulging results from the

grav~

ity forces and from the release of the lateral pressure Q
which is proportional to the vertical pressure P.
in turn proportional to the depth.

P is

By sudden shearing of

the layers at or near the fulcrum of the cantilever beams,
the upward reaction S,S' of each deflected cantilever beam
against the layer above it disappears suddenl:t-

The abut-

ment pressure P hitherto diminished by the value of all
reactions 8,S' is then allowed to return instantaneously

fracfu res - - ~ _-_-A-llIoI.\
excavahon

Fir. If

BuIgmg of layers in a
dipping vein and formation
of sLe ....r fraet'..ll'es at the
bott.om of the ~tope.
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to norm&l.

Consequently, there is a sUdden increase of

pressure Rlong a zone within the remnant, behind the fulcrum.

This release of pressure, acts like a more or less

violen~ blow, according to the number of strata involved,

their thicl;:ness, and tl.leir strength. (13)
(13)

Joseph, E. H. A. Rockbursts, the mechanism of crushbursts, Trans, 1.1-1.:':' (London), Vol. 48, 1939,

p. 270.

It is seen, by consideration of Fig. 18, that in a
dipping vein, much more weight is thrown upon the bottom
face of a stope than on the upper face, therefore, shearing is more intense, and bursts occur more frequently at
the bottom of a stope

t~lan

at its top.

The beam theory, as postulated by Joseph, may be
easily correlated with the doming theory as conceived
by Morrison and others: sagging of the layers decreases
as one goes higher in the walls, the zone of shear fracture is thus limited by a sort of dome.
The theory explains the unexpectedness of rockbursts,
their repetition in one pillar, and the fact a burst in
one area may induce a burst in another area.

A first

burst may involve strata relatively close to the excava-tion, and results in partial shearing off of a pillar.
Subsequent bursts may be produced by shearing of layers
situated higher and higher into the walls.

Also, the wave

shocks resulting from one burst and propagated throughout
mine may be enough to fracture layers of rocks that are

sire:>!:>

I:rajecl:orres

t·

Fig. 19 : ibutment pressure t~o17 (Dinad.&le).

AbGtlmenf

Abufml!'nt

Fig. 20 : Principle of the 'WO.\1Bsoir-beam action.
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on the verge of failure in a remote part of the mine.
However t this theory is unable to explain bursts occurring in development openings t and" in unstra,tified deposits or rock masses.
Abutment Failure Theory:
The abutment failure theorYt developed by Dinsdale
and Irvlng t (14) is connected with the dome theory.
(14)

Here,

Irving, C. J., Some aspects of ground movements,
The Witwatersrand 501d field, The South African
Min. and Eng. Jour., Vol. 57, Au~. 1946, pp. 583,

613, 649, 677.

-

doming throws an extra-weight on the legs of the dome,
and no stresses, or a limited amount of stress is commun-icated through the broken rock within the dome on the
ports of the excavated area.

8UP-

The stresses involved come

from the solid rock, outside the dome, as shown in Fig. 19.
In recent years, the abutment failure theory has been
enlarged to include all possible kinds of stresses, induced,
inherent and residual.

The solid rocks surrounding the

excavations are:\subjected to these various stresses.

When

the strength of the rock is exceeded, bursting results.
The modern abutment failure

th~ory

does not implicate the

existence of domes or rings of any sort around the openings.

It only assumes that the blocks of" ground that are

limited by lines of weakness in the ground above a mine
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excavation, act like the elements of a "voussoir-beam"
COI:ll)c.',r2.ble to a bridge-arch (Fig. 20).

Heavy pressures,

or thrusts, are thus thrown upon the abutments of the
vo u'ssoir-beam.

Underground, these abutments are the

pillars, the remnant, or the masses of rock ahead of the
face of a stope.(15)
(15)

Evans, W. H. The strength of undermined strata.
Trans., I .!~.M. (London), Vol. 5_0, 1940 - 1941, p.
475.
There exist as many theories on the mechanism of

rockbursts'as there are students of rockbursts.

A sur-

vey of these theories suggests that they all contain
some truth, but that the individual theories apply only
to particular conditions.
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Contributlon of Mathematics and Experimentation

The problem presented by the mechanism of rockbursts
has been deslt with heretofore without help of the

Y~oW-

ledge furnished by mathematical speculation and the results of experimentation.

It is generally held that min-

ing technics are not a matter of theory, and that the application to mining problems of formulae and experimental
results leads to erroneous methods,

resultin~
-..>

sometimes

in losses of lives and losses of marketable ores.

The

same attitude is commonly held resardin/3, rocl;:bursts.

It

is obvious that results obtained from mathematical computations and from experimental studies should be applied
with extreme care to actual mining problems because of
the assumptions that have to be m<=tde in order to solve
the problem.

However, it is not indicative of a very pro-

gressive mind, to reject altogether the results obtained
only on the ground of their mathematical or experimental
character.

Mathematics and

expe~imentation

constitute

tools, imperfect indeed, that may be used to indicate sol-ution of the problem of rockbursts.

The numerical results

obtained cannot be "exact ", but still, they convey a crude
idea of' y:hat the stress values are underground.

Moreover,

qualitative results from experimental studies have

per~

mitted the elimination of fundamental errors from theories
based only on observations.

Fig. 21 : Stress in a point.
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Under the heading "Contribution of

Mathematics

and Experimentation ll , a picture· of the results so far obtained in the field of underground stresses and rockbursts,
is proposed.

Again, it should be borne in mind that this

picture is true only in the limits of the assumptions made.
It is assumed that:
ally; (b)

(a)

the rocks behave elastic-

the rocks are homogeneous, i.e., the proper-

ties of the rocks are the same in all points of the rock
mass; (c)

the rocks are mechanically isotropic, i.e., at

any point taken in the rock mass·, the mechanical properties of the rock are the

s~~e

in all directions.

In other words, the results given below do not apply
either to rocks in a state of flow -- which will be studied later -- or to rocks presenting

fractt~e

planes,

slips, or other lines of weakness.

Initial State of Stress in a Rock Mass
Let da be a small element taken in a rock mass, undisturbed by mining operations (Flg_ 21).

This element

is subjected to an all-around system of forces.

Any plane

(P) passing through a point 0 in the body, divides this
body into two parts a and b.

If dF be the resultant of

the action of part a of the body on part b; the stress
dF
at point 0 is represent e d by th erati 0 da.

Uau ally , this

stress may be resolved into two components, one in the
plane tp); the other one on the normal to plane (P); the
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former is a shear streBs and VIill be represented by T;
the lEltter is a normal stress, and will be represented,
by N.

The stress directions are usually referred to as

ortho30nal coordinate system x, y, z.

o

of the normal stress N at point

The components

v;ill be:

5x, component of stress pare.llel to the x direction,
5y, component of stress- parallel to the y direction,
5z, component of stress parallel to the z direction.
A

normal stress will be positive when it produces compres--

sion, and negative \'lhen it produces tension.
The components of the shear stress T.at point 0 will
be Txy, Txz; Tyz, Tyx;

~zx~

Tzy.

The first subscript spec-

ifies the nO'rmal to the plPl.ne on which the shear stress
acts, the second indicates the direction of the stress in
the plane.

Thus, the symbol Txy represents a shear stress

acting in a plane 'normal to the x axis and directed para. llel to the y axis.
Txy, Txz, Tyx, Tyz,

The comppnents of stress, Sx, By, Sz,
Tzx~

Tzy, acting on a small rectangular

element, are represented in Fig. 22.

The sts,te of stre,ss

in a point will be entirely determined when all these components are known.

By

considerin~

the moments of the stresses about the

x axis, it is seen that Txy
ing moments about

~es

= Tyz;

y and z

~-

and similarly, by tak-Tzx

= Txz

and Txy

= Tyx.

Therefore, complete knowledge of the stress situation requires knowledge of only six of the stress components.,
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Values for the normo.l stress 3n, to plane (P) and
for the sheur stress Tns in the plane (P) may be obtained
Sn = S x1 2 + Sym 2 + Szn 2

by equations (1.1) Cl.nd (1.2)
+ 2Txylm + 2Tyzmn + 2Tzxnl

Tns

=S

(1.1)

x II' + Bymm' + Sznn' + Txy(lm' +

+ run') + Tzx(nl' + In').

ml ) + Tyz(mn'
'

(1.2)

In these equations, 1,

ill,

a.nd n are the direction-

cosines of the normal to the plane (P); and 1', m', n',
are the direction-cosines of the direction of the shearing stress Tns.
It is possible to study the variations of SN and
Tns as the direction of the normal Nvaries; in other
words, as the direction-cosines 1, m, n, and I', m', nt,
varies from zero to 1; or to put it another way, as the
plane (P) passing through 0 varies its orientation.

It

is then found that there exist three positions of the
plane (P) for which 3n has stationary values,
8 ; 8

3

Si,

3 ,
2
being a maximUijl, 53 a minimum, and 52 an intermed--

1
lary value.

These three directions are called directions

of principal stress; they are normal to three pla.nes which
are normal to each other, and in which the shear stresses
are zero.
It has been proved that there is complete analogy
between the specifications 0'£'.. stress and the specifications
of small strains~16)

In other words, equations for the

......

~~~--

Fig. 23 :

nll~oid

--------

or stress.
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(16)

Mindlin, R.D. A review of the photoelastic method
of stress an~ly~ts. Journal of Applied Physics,
Vol. 10, Apr. 1939, p. 226.
, - - - -------_._,,--------

normal and shearin3 strains may be obtained by replacing
in equations (1.1) and (1.2), the components of stress by
the components of strain.
Consequently, the state of stress at a point O'in
a rock mass may be represented by an ellipsoid whose prin-

cipal, axes are Sl' 8 2 , and 8 • The.value of the normal
3
stress N to any plane is measured by the vector radius of
the ellipsoid which is normal to the plane.
strain

resultin~

The state of

from the stresses at point 0 may also be

represented by an ellipsoid, the directions of principal
strain e , 9 , and e , coinciding with the directions of
2
l
3
principal stresses 8 , 8 2 , and 33. Also, if it is assumed
1
that the resultant of the various forces acting on the element at depth is acting vertically, this ellipsoid becomes
an ellipsoid of revolution where 81 is the vertical axis,
and 8 and 8 are the horizontal axes. 8 2 = 8 3 since the
2
3
rock is homogeneous and isotropic. rais is illustrated in
Fig. 23.
As already stated, the rocks are supposed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and perfectly elastic.

Therefore, the

strain in one direction will not only depend on the stress
in that direction, but will also dep~nd upon the strains
induced by the stresses perpendicular to the first stress.
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For example: in the direction of 8

1

str&in induced by stress 8
strain induced by stress 8
strain inGuced by stress 3

the strein will be:
1

= 81
E

2

-

3

=_

u8

2

-yUS

3

Jf~

'Vlhere E is the modulus of elasticity for the rock, and u
is the Poisson's ratio for the rock.
The total strain in the direction of 3
e l '= 31 - ~ (52 + 3 )

by the relation:

E

Similarly, the
3

vlill be given

3

E

str~in3

1

in the directions of 8

2

and

3 , ui11 be Diven by the relations:

e2
6

S
= E,
~ - u
E

(3 3 + 31 )

S

--u (81 + S2)
3 = -2
E
E

However, an element taken at depth is prevented from expanding, therefore, the maximum strains in all three directions
are zero:

e1

Hence: :

Or

.•

o

e2 = e

8 1 - .!:!. (8

E
82

3 = 0

E
uS

2

+ 8 )

3

= 8 3 = --.1.
l-u

Let the element considered be at a depth of 5,000 ft, and
ass~~e

that the Poisson's ratio of the rock is u = lis, and

that the vertical stress 8 1 corresponds to the iilel:3ht of a
column of rock one inch square in section and of a heisht
equal to the depth; if moreover, the

wei~ht

of the rock is

taken as one pound for a column one foot high and one inch

SI

Fig. 24

Strain in a. horizonta1 tunnel.

z

Fig. 25 :

stl"HS

in

&

plane.

r,..,
00

SQuare in section, then, the value of the vertical stress
51 and the vC.lues of the horizol1te.l stress 8

2

be at the 3iven depth:
1 x 5,000

3

= 5,000

- 5,QC
-. ~
3 - 5-1

and 3

1'1111
3

psi.

1 2'-0 DSl.
=,:J
-

Let an oyenin; be driven in the rock mass studied
above, in a horizontal directio'!. p2.r.::.l1el to the stress
3 2 , for example.

Now, there is nothins to prevent the

rock from being strained in. the Sland 3

directions.
3
It is assuIned that the tumlel is driven in al1 orebody
which has frictionless contact "v"J1th the surroundi:t18 rock,
as indicated in

Fi~.

24.

At the skin of the excavation,

where the rock is completely free to expand, the stressstrain relation given (p. 67) permits one to compute the
stre.in in a vertical and horizontal. direction, by setting
33

= 31 = O~

However, the value of the stresses and the

values of the strains at any point at a distance from the
skin, within the solid mass of the rock, cannot be computed in this manner.
For a tunnel very Ions in respect to its width, it is
possible to consider the state of stress in one plane which
is perpendicular to the axis of the tunnel.

In those con-

ditions, the stress at any point in the rock mass around
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"iJe GO;1~")uted

the tunneJ

ffifC;T

oy tl1.e equations (1.1) 9.nd

(1.2)S17)

These eCluations are then much simplifj.ed,

- - - " - - -,_ .•.. - _
(17)

~).

In. gE.,

..

_-_..
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since the
a

~l~eneJ:·2..1

three-dimens:l.onal state is replaced by

two-c1imen8ion[~1

system.

Ox dir0ction, only
sidered.

t~e

If the tunnel is driven in the

stresses in the plane zOy are con-

In other words, the normal N 1s restricted to

lie a1 1,o18.Ys in plane zOy (Fi0:.• 25).

Let e be the anSle of

511. vii th Oy, neasurec1 :!:)osi tj.'!e if counterclockwise from Oy

to N; the dj.rection 'cosineR 1, m., n, and 1
come:

1

o

11

m

cosG

mt

n

slnG

n

1

,

ml

,

n', be-

o
sin G

l

cos Q

Hence, equations (1.1) and (1.2) ma.y be re\vri tten:
3n = 3y cos 2 e + 3z 81n':;0 +

1\

Tyz sinO cosG -

3n = 5 ( 1 + oos2.o) + 5z ( 1 - oos2G ) + Tyz sin20.
y
2
2
.

Fin~lly:

3n =

~

(5y - Sz) cos20 +

~

(By + Sz) + Tyz sin20

(2.1).
Sirnilar1y, from equation (1.2) the fo11ovlin~7 ec:.u8.t:0l1 may
be obtained:
Tns = ( Sz - S Y)

sin20

2

+ Tyz cos2G

(2.2) •

To find the directions of maximum stress in the plane zOy,
1t

is necessary to dlfferentlate equations (2.1) and (2.2)

with respect to Q and to set the derivative equal to zero:
dSn
dO

= _ (Sy _ Sz) sin2Q

+ "Tyzcos3G

= 0

(2.1

1
)
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Simi18.I'ly:
dTns

~:::: (Sz - 8y) cos20-- 2' Tyz sin20

=

0

(2.2 1 )

3ut:

cos2G ::::
8L12G

:=

By developing and grouping terms, the followinr; expression
is obtained:
(3.1)

sin2Q :::: +

Equ2.tion (3.2) is obtained from equation (2.2') by the sarne
process:
cos 20 :::: +

By - Sz
( (5y - 5Z)2 +

4T 2yz)

The upper sir:r,n in equation (3.1)

c~nd

1/2

(3.2)

(3.2), gives one value

of 0 which will be called ¢, the lower sign gives ¢+rr/2.
Hence, ¢ and ¢ +

Zgive

the direction of the principal stres--·

ses in the yOz plane and:
s i n 2¢

-

2 Tyz
1/2
( (8y _ .sz).s
+ 4 TSyz)--.

cos 2¢'

By

~ Sz

( ( By - Sz)S + 4 T2 yz)

1/2

To find the magnitude of the principal stresses in
plane zOy, there is only to substitute the results given
in (3.3) in equation (2.1).

The followingaquations are

then obtained:
p

l

q

1
(8y +
2

2

(5y + Sz) +

az)

-

,YCsy

_ Sz) 2 + 4 T 2 yz)

~Sy _ az)2

+ 4 T2

~

yV ~
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Similarly, fro!:1 the equati":YJ.l (2.2) the value of the shear
stress

~nc~:r

be obtC'.lned:

ryz

~

Tyz

1
2

sin2¢ ( (8y - 8Z)2 + 4 T2 yz)1/2

Cp - q) sin2¢.

Hence, the shear stress in the yOz ~lRne is a maximlli~ in
U
~l·re"i·,_1o.ns
~'nat
hisec~
t'c~e
v
v
U
~
.. ~

~
1
<,;;,.11!?_13

'08 t

\-reen ~,
l"rle secondary

principE.l stresses, and its maximum value is t-;iven by:
Tmax

1
2"

(p - q)

At a point in the center of a pillar, the principal
stresses p and q act vertically and horizont211y respectbrely; therefore, lines of shear develop at an anQ;le ap-proachinr:>; 45 0 Hi th the horizontal.

Rockbursi:e> occur 1'lhen

-the maximum shear stress is greater than the shear strength
of the rock forming the piller.

When the vertical load p

U P
and
l-u '
the shear strength of the rock are known; it seems that

acting on the 9i1lar, the horizontal stress

the point at whicD. a burst is liable to occur could be computed.

As a matter of fact, this is an extr.eme simplifi-

cation of the problem, since it has been proved mathematical1y and confirmed experimentally that the naximum stress
in a pillar did not occur at the center of this pillar.
Unfortunately, the

mathematic~l

computations that are lia-

ble to give reliable reSUlts are too complicated.
Experimental methods, and the photoelastic method of
stress analysis especially, permit the determination of
the stress values and the stress distribution around excavations in a much simpler manner.
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Fig. 26b : Principal stresaee in a point of a loaded
model.
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Photoelasticity
The photoelastic method of stress analysis determines the stress distribution and the stress intensity
in a two-dimensional model by optical means.

The method

is based on the property presented by certain elastic and
transparent materials, such as glass, celluloid, bakelite
and vinylite, which are normally-isotropic, to become
anisotropic when stressed.

1(.hen viewed in monochromatic

polarized light, the model will present dark and white
patterns called fringes (Fig. 27).

Owing to a relation

existing between the intensity or the stresses and the
character of the optical phenomena, the distribution, direction, and magnitUde of the stresses can be determined
from these fringes.
Principle:

In each point of a loaded structure, two

directions of principal stresses p and q can be determined,
as well as the angle ~ of the algebraically greatest stress
with the horizontal,(18) (Fig. 26b).

(18)

In. 2E.,

The photoelastic meth-

p. 70.

od provides a means of determining the stress difference
p-q, or twice the shear stress, as well as the stress sum
p+q, at any point of a loaded model.
Fig. 27(19) shows the fringes obtained with various

(19)

Bucky, P.B., Use of models for the study of mining
problems. A.I.M.E., Tech. Pub., 425, 1931, p. 227.
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Fig. Z7 : Full-load iaochromatics and isoclinics in a pillar

a : isochromatics
~he polarizer and
analyser in the same direction 15 more or less at
a time.

b - e: isoc1inics, obtained by rotating
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optiC8-1

for

set~u:ps,

8.

j)illar tL"YJ.der load _

T11e fringes

of Fig- 27a, or ~80~~~~~~ticp, .~re lines .of equal maximUr1 S:le:,:cr stress, or shear stress contour-lines _

ue of t:18
~)

eTlCS

r.1E~ximu:'1

The val-

shear stress, e..Y1C therefore, the differco~tour-line

- q for e3,c}:

, Day be dete:{'mined by

coux:tincc. the nu::i.ber of fringes f:fom the zero-order. frin5e,
'dhic'~1.

is

v',~l ue

of the zero-order fringe may be det.ermined mathem--

uS'..l::'.,lly

observecl as an isolated black spot _

The

atic,,;.lly, or experimentally by testinrr,'a calibrating beam
i::1 pure tension.
mo~ifying

By

tQe optical apparatus,

obtained (Fi~. -27b-e) _
an~le

¢

isoclinic~

may be

These are frin~es along which the

is constcnt.

Isopachics are'

obt~ined

with anotr-er optical set-up.

These frinses are tee loci pf points of equal thickness
in t'he loe.deel model; t:1ey permit the determine.tion of the
stress surn 9 + q.
frin'~e

2..8.y

The value of the stress sum. for each

:)e obtained by testing a 'calibratinf!: beam in

pure flexure.

Althou~h the faces of the model plate e.re

kept as smooth as possible by grin~ing and polishing,
there always remain some variations in thicY~ess thrOUGhout the model.

It is therefore necessary to photograph

the isopachics in the unloaded model, and to deduce the
val ue of the fringes obtained from the fringes for ti.18
loaded model.
Other.. fringes are the isosts,tics, or stress tl':'t.;.jector-
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ie s, are curves '-lhase tangent and normal at any point COi~lcide with the principe,l di1'8ctions of stress at that point.
KnovJins the stress difference p-q and the stress sum
p+q, the values of the individual stresses p and q are eas-

ily obtained.
One of the greatest adv9!lteo b es of the photoelastic
method of stress analysis is that a complete picture of
the stress distribution for a given load is given throughout the model; where the

frin~es

are very close together,

the stresses are also maximum.

Stress

Distrib~tion

Around One Opening

The photoelastic method cannot be applied to the rock
pressure problem without assumptions.

In addition to the

assumptions already made(20); it is assumed that:
(20)
(a)

In .. .22.,

p.63.

An underground mine is a system of openings in an in-

finite medium;

(b)

the stress distribution along the lenGth

of the opening is uniform and independent of the length;
assumption justified for openings long compared to tl1eir
'\'iidth and height, suchas drifts, crosscuts, and narrO\'l
stopes;

(c)

the cross-sectional shape of the openin3s

may be represented by one of several geometric figures,

such as a circle, an ellips, an ovaloid and
(21 )

<>

v.

<>
(21)
recte,ngle.

Duvall, W.I. Stress analysis applied to underground
mining problems, Part It Stress analysis applied to
single openings. U.S. Bureau of Mines, R.I. 4192,
Mar. 1948, p. 4.

,

I

~
excavatLon

1
F" • 28

Tangential stress a.t t.Je
boun ~
of an openin ~ "
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If an element taken at the boundary of an opening 1s
considered, (Fig_ 28), the shear stress on the free face
F is zero.

Since the shear stresses on the faces of a rec-

tangUlar element are equal, it follovlS that all the faces
of the element considered are free from shear stresses.
Therefore, the faces of the element are principal planes
of stress, (22) and the only.stresses acting on the element
(22)

In. £2,.,

p. 65.

are the normal stresses which are also principal stresses,
p and q.

The principal stress p is zero; hence, at free

boundaries: . there 1s only one principal stress, and its
direction is tangent to the boundary.(~~)
(23)

Riggs, N.C. and Frocht, M.M. Strength of material,
2nd. ed., N.Y., Ronald, 1940, p. 379.
An opening driven in a loaded structure induces stress

multipliers or concentrations which depend to a great ex-tent on the shape of the opening; in some instances, they
are many times the average applied stress.

The stress

concentrations at the boundary of an opening are represented by the values of the ratio:
stress at the boundary
Average applied stress

Tan~ential

at each point of this boundary.

The value of the tangen-

tial stress, or average applied stress times the stress
concentration, can be plotted in each point of the boundary and normal to it.

Diagrams so obtained from photo-

~2-7Sf

(a)

+--+--

+2.7Sp +204p

+2.08p

(b)

l

LOGd: p

T£NbION

COM PRE ~51 0 N

-j--

.1.2Sp

Cd)

/

(0)

/

~/.Z~,.

QX;.s nl/";<>

w/ha 1/4

Tangential stress around oirou1&r and
elliptical openings. Poisson's ratio

1/5.
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el~stic

experiments, for various shapes of openings are

given in Fig. 29.
Let an openins be driven in a rock mass submitted to
a vertical load Sz, a horizontal stress is induced, which
u Sz
is equal to 1 _ u· For any ellipse of 'Vlidth w smaller than
the neight h, 'the tangential stresses at the vertical and
horizontal axes, are given by the general l'ormula: (24)
Snoemaker, R. P., A review of rock pressure problems,
A.I.M.E. Tech. Pub. 3595, M~n. Tech., Nov. 1946, p. 6.

(24)

Vertical tensile stress: ~U_S~ (2 ~ + 1) --Sz
stress •• SZ (2 _w + 1) _

Horizont a 1 compressive

n

u Sz

1 - u

Tne VerGlt.:a.l (,t:;:llsJ.l..e stress Wll.l be equal to zero vwen:

u Sz (2 -h + 1) - Sz = u
w
.l-u
n
2u - 1
or w
eu
i1'

U

1

5

or uSz
l-u

l2 g + 1) - 1 = u
1'1

tne condi"tion lJ.eeomes:

Tnis-.oase is illustrated 1.n Fig. 2Ijb.
The stress dJ.stributlon is
1s uniform in all poinLs

lde~l

01'

waen tne tangential stress

LheDOWld.ary, "this condition

exists wnen:
W
h + 1) _ Sz = Sz (2 -n
u Sz l2 w
+ 1) .1 - u

u Sz
.L -

u·

by grouping terms, t.he I-01J.u1'ling condition is 0utaint:;:Q:.
w 1
w
u
or, if u
b:=4
l ... u
h

=

This case is illustrated in Fig. 29c.
The relations given above, which result from photo--

Fig. 30
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i

real distribution of tress along horizontal
and vertical axes 0_ symmetry for circular hole
in inIinite plat • Unidirectional stress tie •
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(1) Reproduced tromBureau of Mines report. or investigations 4192.
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elastic experiments, offer an interpretation of arching,
which is a minor form of rockbursting.

Assuming that the

rock 1s of a suitable character,(25) as long as there exist
( 25 )

In..2£. ,

p • 23.

in the roof and the bottom of an underground excavation,
a tensile stress great enough to break the rock, arching
will occur.

Since rocks are weakest in tension, this will

usually be the case.

The opening will work itself to the

stable form shown in Fig. 29b, the axis ratio

*

will of

course depend on the Poisson's ratio for the material.
The areal distribution of stress along the vertical
and the horizontal axis of the excavation, is illustrated
in Fig. 30, for a circular hole in an infinite plate loaded
by a unidirectional stress field.

It is seen that virtually

all the stress concentration has disappeared at a distance
of one diameter from the boundary of the opening. (26) Tnere~
(26)

Duvall, W.I.,

.QQ!- cit.,

P .. 12.

fore, it may be assumed that if the openings are driven t'\'lO
diameters from each other, there is little or no effect of
one opening on the other.
The conclusions of'the photoelastic method of stress
analysis for small underground openings are therefore:
1.

There is effectively a zone of increased stress,

or stress rlng around relatively narrow excavations such
as drifts, tunnels, crosscuts, raises, winzes and shafts.
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Fig. 31 : Distributi n
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of equal
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i
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um shear str

pe •
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2.

This rin3 is small, and its dimensions are inde-

pendent of the depth below the surface ..

3.

Induced bursts in development openings, and arch-

ing, are due to excessive tensile stresses at the top and
bottom of the opening.

The action on the roof is, of

course, more noticeable, owing to the pull of gravity ..
The ptcture obtained by photoelastlcity for the stress
distribution around wide underground openings, such as
stapes, is different from that for small excavations.

The

maximum stress concentrations are found near the abutments,
as illustrated in Fig. 31.
and ring theories are not

Also, it is seen that the dome
confi~med,

since there is no

stress dome of definite shape around the excavation.

How-

ever, the differential stress which exists at the abutments
appears sufficient

to cause rockbursting, when the ulti-

mate strength of the rock is passed.
Stress Distribution ArouncLSeveral Openings
The repartition of stresses around several openings
has been studied photoelastically by Duvall. (27)
( 27)

Duvall, W. I .. ,. Stress
mining problems, Part
multiple openings and
R.I. 4387, Nov. 1948,

The

analysis applied to underground
II: Stress analysis applied to
pillars. U.S. :Burec:.u of Hines
11 p ...

application of two-dimensional photoelastlcity to

e~tenslve

underground workings is possible only when the pillars sep--

5;z:

Fig. 32 : Pressure on pillars.
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arating the openings are assumed to be uniform in width
a~d

height, and long compared to their width and height

(rib pillars).

In these conditions, let Sz be the aver-

age stress at a distance in the hanging-wall, and Lp be
the load supported by one pillar.
openin~s,

Wo is the width of the

and Wp the width of the pillars; t is the thick-

ness of tbe plate on which photoelast1c experiments are
carried out (Fig. 32).
The equation Lp = Sz x t (Wo + Wp) (4) gives the value
of the load Lp supported by one pillar.

Assuming a uniform

stress distribution in each pillar, let Sn be the average
stress in the pillar, then:
Lp
or

= Sn

x t x Wp

Sn _ 1 + Wo
Sz Wi?

Sz x t (Wo + Wp)

(5) where Sn

is the

Sz

ratio of the average stress in the pillar to the average
stress before mining, it

r~presents

the average stress con-

centration in the pillar considered.
For a finite number of pillars, equation (5) may be
Sn
1
(n + 1) Wo
( 6)
written: Sz
=
+
n lip .
When n is large, equation'(6)'becomes equation (5).
Equation (6) may be written:
Sn
Wo ' .. 100
( 7)
Sz 1 + Wp~ 100% recovery
Wo X 100~
where the percentage reco~ry ±
Wo + W'p
Equation (7) may be changed to the general function:: y-=
100
• in which y is the stress concentration
100- --x~
"

;~ and x
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(1) Heproduced fron. Bureau of kines report of investigations 4387.

is the percentage of recovery.

The variations of the

function (7) are represented graphically by the hyperbola
of Fig. 33.

The curve obtained shows that the average

stress concentration in pillars varies slowly with the
percentage af recovC'{ly up to approxilflately 50 percent recovery.

However, at 75 percent recovery, the stress con-

centration in the pillars shoots up rapidly.

At 90 per-

cent re·covery, the average stress in the pillars is 10
times the average stress before mining.
The average stress concentration has been plotted
against the number of pillars in the diagram of Fig. 34.
It is seen that the number of pillars affects very little
the stress concentration.
Finally, for a large number of pillars, Fig. 35 shows
that the stress concentration in all but the end pillars
is nearly uniform.

In pillars near the side walls, the

stress concentration is less than in the central pillars
(Fl~.

32).

The existence of a tensile stress at top and

bottom of the openings has also been confirmed by the photoelastic experiments on multiple systems of openings.
P. B. Bucky has extensively investigated the stress
distribution in pillars of different shapes, and also the
stress distribution beneath pillars.

It results that the

stress concentration around an opening driven beneath a
pillar 1s greatest when the opening is exactly under the
pillar; stress concentrations are less when the opening,
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tunn el for exam ple, is d:-iv en at a dista nce from the
vert ical axis of the Pil1ar~28)
3.

(28)

in~s

Buck y,

QQ_

cit.,

p. 241.

To summ arize the resu lts obtai ned for group s of open
by the phot oela stic metho d of stres s anal ysis, the

foll owin ~

poin ts may be brou ght out:

1.

The maximum stres s in pilla rs is on, or near, the
edge of the_ pilla r. Ther efore , failu re at the skin
of the
pilla rs is to be expe cted befo re failu re of the whole
pillar.

Repe ated rock burs ts, that leave the core of a pilla r
inta ct are thus expl ained . A first burs t may resu lt
from

the exist ence of stres ses high er than the stren gth of
the
rock at the edge of the pilla r; but furth er loadi ng
is require d to brin g the core of the pilla r to ruptu re.
2 •. Ther e is a criti cal stage in minin g of a pilla .r.
Afte r abou t 50 perc ent recov ery, the stres s conc entra
tion
shoo ts up, and dang er of rockb Ursts become acute , if
the
rock is brit tle.

3.

In a flat orebo dy, where the heig ht of the pil~
lars is esse ntia lly unifo rm, the pilla rs at the cente
r of
the mine are unde r high er stres ses than those near the
limits of the mine . Ther efore , pilla r burs ts will occur
preferab ly at the cent er of a group of pilla rs.
4. By fail,u re. of the pilla rs situa ted e.t the cente r
of a group of stape s, more lQad is thr'ow n upon the side
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pillFlrs, "7hich, if neELr thelr critical recovery vB.lue,
will present

burstjn~

hazards.

Barodynamics
The barodynamic method for studying models of mine
structures is based on the ljrinc 1}.1le of simil jtude. (29)
(29)

Bucl~y,

P.B. Use of models for the study of mining
problems, A.I.M.E., Tech. Pub. 425, 1931, 27 p.

Bucky, P.B. and Fentress, A.L. Application of the
principle of similitude to the desi~n of mine work1:::5S. A.I.H.E., Trans., Vol. 109, 1934, pp. 313 2<::9.

Let a mine structure be considered underground, this struc-·
ture is. composed of various materials in various proportions and is sUbject to the action of gravity.

Then,. a

,

model of this structure is made at a given scale, and using the same rocks that constitute the prototype, with the
same repartition, in layers, dykes, or masses.

To repre-

sent the underground conditions, the model should be loaded.
It

viaS

found experimentally that to reproduce in the model

the actual conditions of stress that exist in the prototype, it is necessary to incre8,se the gravity forces actingon the model in the same proportions as the dimensions
of tlD'prototype are decreased.

In other words, the density

of the rock materials in the model should be multipled by
the ratio dimension of protot3:P6
or mod.el ratio.
dimension of the mo e1
In order to increase its den&lty, the model is rota-
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ted in a centrlfuS8 machine operating ata speed that
can be measured..

The deformations of the model, and its

rupture are obsel"vecl. by mesns of stroboscopic I isht.
frei~uency

The

of the flash beinS adjusted to the frequency of

passage of the rotating model at one point of its trajectory.
Barodynamics and photoelastlcity may be combined,
when the models are made of a material suitable for photoelasticity.

The stress distribution and values of the

individual stresses may be obtained in the same way as
when the model is statically loaded, and the results ob-tained are more reliable than when static loading is used,
although the material used is not the same as in the prototype.

Modern trend in photoelasticity is towards the dev-

elopment of three-dimensional methods, so far, this has
not been reached on a practical scale.

The variations of

composition in a rock mass, or the fractures and other
lines of 'weakness, ma,y be reproduced to some extent in a
model by using different types of materials, and by cutting joints or faults through them.
Depth of the Zone of Flow
Starting at the surface of the earth's crust, three
zones are usually defined: (a) a superficial zone in which
the rocks are in an elastic state; (b) an intermedie,te
zone in which certain rocks are still in an elastic state,
and other are flowing;

(c) a zone in which all the rocks
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are flowin3_

Therefore, the properties of rocks are in-

fluenced by depth.

Since mining tends to go deeper and

neeper, it has been thought that when the depth of flow
is reached, the problem of rockburst will be solved autornatically.
The depth at which a given type of rook begins to
flow can be roughly estimated.

It has been seen that

under the conditions of high pressure existing at depth,
rocks will begin to flow when the stresses are greater
than the ultimate. shear stress of these rocks. ('0)
(30)

In. £2.,

The

p. 15.

-

shear stress in a point at depth is measured by the maximum
stress difference:

Sx - Sy

at the point. Assumng that

2

Sz is due to the weight of a column of rock 1 inch square.:
in section and of the same height as the depth; then: ay
·u Sz

Hence, the maximum shear stress·

1 - u -.

taking u =

~, hence: r:=

i

~.::: Sz2

fI - u)
1 -

=

2u)

Sz.

If h is the depth,and g represents thA weight of a
column of rock 1 ft. high and 1 inch square,
then T. =

~

in section,

hg or solving for the depth h, h = ~.

~ ~.

There-

fore, knOWing themaxlmum shear strength of the rock and
its specific gravity, the depth at which flow besins

C~n

be determined.
(a)
plutonic

Pluton1e rocks:
roc~s

The maximum shear strength of

may be taken as 3,OOO:psi, and their spec--
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lfic gravity is 2.7 on the ~vera3e,
3
2.7 x 62.5
Then:
13 =
144
a,nd h = 8 x 3 X 10 x 144
3 x 2.7 x 62.5,
h=

6,825 ft.

Therefore, igneous rocks will begin to flow at a depth
nei~hboring

(b)

7,000 ft.

Sedimentary rocks:: S= 1,000 psi, and 2.7 may'-

be to,ken as the maximum shear strength of the sedimentary
roc~s

and their specific gravity.

Then::-- 2.7 x 62.::2
g -

and

h

8

.

144 ..

X

10 2 x 144

3 x 2.7 x 62.5

= 2,275

ft., or about 2,500 ft.

The figure obtained for the igneous rocks is in the
range of present very deep

min~ng.

The depth of flow for

sedimentary rocks is Hell 'dithin the re,ne:e of most mining
operations.

In fact, flowage of sedimentary rocks has been

very often obsetved in coal mines, as stated by R. P. Shoeme..ker(31 ): fl • • • in ccel mines where hanging wall and foot

(31)

Shoemaker,

QQ. cit.,

p. 8.

wall consist of sandstone, shale, or other sedimentary rocks of moderate strength, a considerable part
of the mining operations will also be in the plastic
zone. The sudden change in behavior of the rocl{s below a depth of 1,500 feet to 1,800 feet is a well
known fact in coal mines, which is also evident from
the considerable difference in the maintenance costs
of tunnels, drifts, and other mine opening,s above and
belo'l'l this 'fcritical depth" ••.• ".
Flowing rocks expand towards the openings; the mechanism of this movement and the reestablishment of equl1l-
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brium in the plastic zone is governed by the laws of
plasticity.

According to Fenner~32) the relation be-

(32) Shoemaker,

QQ. cit.,

pp. 8-10.

tween the horizontal stress Sh and the vertical Sv in a
flowing mass depends upon the coefficient of friction,
v, of the medium, and can be expressed by the following
Sv
formula: Sh

(v: +

I

1 + v

2

).

The pressure release caused by flow of the material
towards the opening will eventually decrease the stresses
to the limit where the rock in the vicinity of the opening returns to the el.astic state.

Around the opening, the

following zones exist, extendins into the wall rock:
a.

the pressure ring;

b.

the zone of elastic state;

c.

the flow zone;

d.

the plastic znne.

It 1s probable that the radius of the

ela~t1c

zone

will increase 1f great volumes· of the material are allowed
to come into the workings.

Moreover, the return of the

rocks from the plast.l0 state to the elastic state will be
favored by lines of weaknes8 along which release of the
stresses may occur.

Therefore, some parts of the mine

structure, such as p111ars may be entirely in an elastic
state.
as

ConsequentlY, the burst problem will not be solved;

greaterdept~s~~Teached,it

may even become worse.
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Owing to the gre8.ter pressures that have been acting on
the rocks, great amounts of energy can be stored in the
rocks; residual bursts may therefore become more violent.
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P R E,n leT ION

0 FRO C K BUR S T S

To knO'·! in advance the time of occurrence, and the
location of a rockbl~st would be of considerable interest.

Safety rnee.s~es could be te.ken and the workings

could be eva.cuated in time; moreover, the destructive effects of the bursts on the mine structures could be prevented to some extent.

It should be emphasized that, as

yet, no method has been developed which can be accepted
without reservation.

The prediction method described be-

low have a value which is purely local.

Indeed, for exam-

ple a method toat has given good results on the Witwatersrand has to be rejected on the Kolar Gold Field.
Such manifestations as slabbing, or flaking of the
walls or the excavations, accompanied by noises and tremors, have often been the signal of leaving the workings.
However, these manifestations do not necessarily oocur before a burst.

When they

o~cur,

it does not mean that a

burst will necessarily follow.
Other methods, based on observations made in the
mines, or resulting from research in laboratory, have been
preferred, although, again, their value 1s difficult to
generalize.
Measure

However, they are worth some consideration.
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The rate,of sag
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Convergence

the hangingwall have been tradi-

tionally connected with rockbursts occurrences.
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been observed in the Kirkland Lake area that, in the case
of some rockbursts, the ra.te of closure of' the w8.lls was
retarded for a period of several days, or even weeks,
prior to a rockburst; following which, the graph of the
variations of rate of closure in function of time rose suddenly.
Different types of so-called "sagmeters" have been
desi5ned to suit the conditions in each particUlar mine.
The "tane
sai1meter"
mainly used on the Rand, and an hy_J
,
draulic type of sa3meter used in Europe, are illustrated
in Fig. 36.

Investigations made with the steel tape type

of

shOrTed that sag ve.ries considerably fI'\?!!l place

sa~meter,

to place, and is more rapid near the working faces )1) At
(1)

Jeppe, CA

B~,

QE. cit.,

pp. 801 - 803.

about 50 ft. back from the face, sag is continuous under
normal circumstances.

When a rook burst occurs, however,

there is a sudden large moyement followed by a very small
movement.

on the Witwatersrand, the rate of sag in func-

tion of time 1s plotted on logarithmic paper.

The appear-

ance of parabolic curves 1s considered as indicating the im-min~ce

of

a burst.

On several occasions, such warnings

were accepted, and nobody was allowed near the remnant,
and the next day bursts did occur.

In general, much fur--

ther investigation is required before the method can be
accepted with com.plete assurance.

Also, it 1s obvious that
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one of those sagrneters, placed at the surface of the opening, will record the displacements of small blocks of rock
inside the pressure ring.

Therefore, large movements are

registered, which are not followed by rockburats.

By us--

ing instruments in drill-holes drilled into the solid rock,
beyond the shattered zone, such difficulties can be eliminated.

On the Rand, a "linear strainmeter" haa been designed

for determining the differential movements that are particularly associated with the final stage before rockburstlng.
Fig. 37 illustrates this electric-displacement meter:

the

displacement of the plates due to wall movements changes
the capacity of the condenser.
corded electrically to a great

These changes can be redegree~faensitlvity.

The

instrument can thus determines very small differential
movements, and also discloses whether the rock is in tension or in compression.

However, it should be operated

under very constant power.
With the development of geophysical methods, new possibilities have entered the field of rockburst prediction.
All the methods employed make use of changes in the physical properties of the rocks under pressure.
Seismographic Records
The tremors that usually accompany rockbursts, and
their intensity, are recorded by means of seismograph•.
On the Rand, a seismograph was built which could fit into
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a 1-3/8 inch diamond drill hole so that the instrument
could be in conte.ct '-11th the solid rock.

Usually, the

number of seismic shocks recorded is greater than the
total. number of bursts actually observed and located;
despite the fact that due to the lowered sensitivity of
t he instrument, many minor disturbances probably could
not be picked up.

Such unlocated disturbances, some of

them severe, must orir:rjnate so deep in the country rock
that they do not affect the walls of the openings.

Microseismic Method
~Ucroseisms

are faint, subaudible snaps produced in

rocks under pressure.

Accordinr:; to the Rock'burst Commit-

tee of the Ontario Minins Associe,tion~2) these microseisms
...

(2)

_-~-----------

Ontario Minin~ Association, Annual report of the rock
burst co~nittee for 1946 - 1947, June 1947, p. 7.

are generated by intercrystalllne failure of the structure
of the rocks; failure which progresses until cracks are apparent.

The rnicroseisIDs are picked up by geophones (elec-

tro-magnetic detectors) set in drill holes at strategic
points, near faces or remnants, and connected to headphones through a series of electric switches.
of microseisIDs per minute 1a recorded.
a

failure~

The number

The method has been

Several geophones were set in operation

ne2~

remnants and in branching veins in the Ontario mines, at
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Kirkland Lal{e 2,nd Sudbury; hNlever, on JanuRry 29, 1943,
a heavy burst resulted in the loss of several geophones
at Le.ke Shore rUne.

The reasons -for this failure are that::

(a) with the extremely sensitive equipment used, all mine
and rock noises are picked up and amplified.

The frequen-

cies of blast are generally lower thBn the rockburst frequencies, but the higher

bl~st

frequencies can hardly be

be detected from the lNTer rockburst frequencies; (b) it
is highly probable tpat the readjustment of the ground along minor lines of weakness, as well as on more prominent
fault planes, may be the source of much of the activity
picked up by the geophones, rather than microseisms produced in a solid homogeneous piece of rock under pressure;
this

would account for the microseismic count being low

before a burst, in some cases, and quite high.in other cases;
(c) it is practically impossible to

d~termine

the zopes

where the microseisms are,occurring.
The use of microseiamic surveys to determine

~ones

of failure, has been more successful in the Ontario mines
than a straight microseismic method.

The

apparatu~

which

weighs only 8 pounds, consists of a geophone and head
phones.

One hundred and sixty ~elsmic stations (drill-·

holes) were established in all main pillars and all the
working levels of the Firood Mine; a majority were in the
orebody, and a few in t.ttewa.11roek.

The listening period
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was three minutes, the whole mine was covered in three
days.

'l'he results in mlcroseisms per hour were plotted

on a longitudinal section of the mine, and isosonic lines,
or lines of equal nwnoer of microseisms per hour, were
drawn.

It was determined that, as a rule, rockbursts oc--

curred in low-count pillar areas

i~nediately

adjacent to

a high C01LYlt zone or directly between tim hlf!-h-count zones.
By ti.l.is metilOc1, it was possible to delineate with accuracy
areas in the

ore~ody

that were predisposed to bursting.

The time of occurrence of the bursts c'ould not be predicted., 1)ut in many instances, mining sequence control was
utilized to inhibit and localize the burst.

Microseismic

surveys are now made in Ontario Mines, merely for the purpose of obtaining data with a view to apply local control
measures.

Velocity of Sound
The simple relationship which exists between the
modulus of elasticity and the velocity of sound in a perfectly elastic medium,

T=;-E7d (3) (V~ velocity of sound,

Obert, L. Measurements of pressures on rock pillars
in underground mines. U.S. Bureau of ~nes, R.I. 3444,
April 1939, p. 3.
E, Youngt:s modulus; d, density.of the material.)

cannot

be applied to rocks for which the modulus of elasticity Ehas been :fOt.:md to vary with the applied pressure •. Oonse~
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quently, t~e velocity of sound in rocks is expected to vary
with the applied pressure.

The velocity curves of Fig. 38

are given for various types of rocks.

The variations in

velocity bet"Vieen no-load and the maximwn 108.<1 are shown
in Ta'ule 6.
Table 6
Percentase Increase in_Velocity of Sound
Ivith Pressure
Rock Tested

Variation (%) in velocity between no
load and maximwn load.

Sandstone. • . •
Marble (Vermont)

. 72
. . • 30 perp. to the bedding planes
. . . . . 7 parallel to the bed. planes
. . . 20
. 10 (les8 than)

Granite ••
Linestone • .

The velocity of sound is used for
residual stresses in a rock.

determinin~

the

This c1eter-oinati;)n is val-

uable, since residual bursts occur without any type of
warnins and are therefore highly dangerous to the personnel.
The procedure consists to drill diamond drill holes in'the
area suspected.

The cores are carefully logged for rock--

type and structure.

The burstins potential of the rocks'

is determined on the basis of the degree of residual stress
which remains trapped in the cores.

The velocity of sound

is de,termined by vibratin5 the specimens.
ted of the velocity of sound

a~alnst

Curves are plot-

the diamond drill-hole

footage., High peaks of. the velocity curves correspond to
points where the residual
. ,11-,-,- atresaesare higher than normal.
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extreme caution
is usecl(4).

------_ _- ._._- ,----_._
(4)

.

Ontario Minln~ Associ~tion, Annual report of the rockburst committee for 1946-1947, June 1947, p. 21.

__

-_._-------------..:...--

..:...--

This metnod has not been entirely Droved to date, it
will nevor be very dependable due to the large number of
variables encountered.
large,

homo~el1eous,

It is believed, however, that in

fia.sses of rocks, the method might be

used with some certe.inty to predict areas predisposed to
burstins·

Resistivity.
O. Weiss(5) has

in~estisated the

possibilities of us-

---------._.
(5)

Weiss, O. Preliminary observations on apparent resis-tivity chan[5es in rocks under stress, 8...Y1d on e.m.f.
caused by internal friction in rock fracturing. Trans.
rnst. Min. and Met., (London) Vol. 5~, 1942-1943, p.

365.

.

ing resistivity measurement for predicting, rockbursts.

Al-

though the method is still in infancy, some of Weiss' resuIts are given below.

Resistivity-Pressure curves are pre-

sented in Fig. 39, the curves for the Witwatersrand quatzltes
disclose sudden resistivity drops precedin3 the failure of
the rock.

An electro-motive force is also produced by fric-

tion during the fracturing of rocks; the intensity of this
emf. depends on the rate of pressure increase, being of 11.1311.-
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est intensity just before the failure of the rock.
The application of this method to rocks on the verge
of fr2~cturins has not been made underground to this date.
Weiss suggested tha.t both spontaneous electro-motive force
and resistivity measurements be undertaken on rocks in
deep mines, in order to see whether the phenomena referred to could be detected under conditions existing in mine
workings.

Temperature
Variations in temperature occur in rocks as they
change state.

Besides the heat which is stored in rocks

by the process of relaxation, (6) heat appears a1 so by fric-(6 )

In_.

.Q£.

J

p. 16.

tion of the particles of the rocks at the rupture pOint.
These temperature changes may be measured by thermometers
or by thermocouples.

Experiments have beer1 carried out a.t

Sudbury, with a 9 ft. long thermometer installed in a dril1hole insulated from the effects of changes in drift temperature.

These experiments have not been conclusive(7,).

Morrison, R.G:K~ Rockburst situation in Ontario mines,
Trans. Q,a.na-d,ian Inst.of Min. and Met. Vol. 45, 1942,
p. 270.
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Size Fre':iuen~ of Broken Rock
It is possible that as the rock pressure increases
the strains set up by compression and expansion also increase
a,nd result in a greater proc.uction of small rock pieces.

The

very sinallest particles of the rock are more ahundant, and
therefore, dust size frequency determinations could be made •.
Hovrever, it 1s doubtful ",hether any rock formation is sufficiently consistent in its physical properties for reliable
or exacts correlations to be made between surface experiments and the llilderground conditions which vary so greatly
C~acking

Intensity of

of the Ground

Determination of the "interval succession" of the
hangingwall fractures

fi~ures

to predict rock bursts.

amonsst the earlier attempts

These fractures are commonly found

parallel to the face in a stope approaching a remnant.

The

distance between these shear planes sometimes lessens from
interval of 7 feet or 20 feet down to 4 feet.

Although in

some cases, a sequence of progressively narrowins intervals
has culminated before rockbursts this method has not liroved
very reliable, the interval succession being irreGular.
In addition to

th~

methods reviewed above, the follo\'r-

ing means of predicting rockbursts have been SU308sted.
( 8)

Bucky, P.R.

( 8)

Rockbllrsts, a symposium, A.I.M.E. Tech.
Publication, 1468~ Min. Tech. Vol 6~ 1942, p. 55.
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Physical Char~cteristics of Rocks
Diamond-drill cores taken fro~ the mine could be
studied in laborc:'ctory for thei-' physical properties, i.e.,
tensile, compressive, and shear strength, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio.

The cores could also be tes--

ted for residual stress. The samples should be tested
under various conditions of loading, including high confinin3 pressure.

From study of the orientations of the miner-

als in the rocks, by means of petrofabric analysis, determination of the direction of the stresses that have been
acting on the rocks in the past could be made.
knovrledge of topography,

g~ologic

From the

structure, stratigX' 8 -lJ h y,

density of the materiaJ.s and contact strength of the ore-bodies, approximate values could be attributed to the vertical and lateral stresses, and the direction of these stresses could be obtained.

When the values of the stresses are

found greater than the strength of the material, bursts may
be expected;

Models
Models of extensive mine structures are difficult to
build.

However, much information can be gathered by baro-

dynamic and photoelastic

e~perlments

portions of these mine structures.

performed on models of

Particularly, the stress

distribution around the excavations 'can be obtained.
~nally,

in order to deal more efficiently with the

problem of rockburst in a. given mine, all recorded observa-·

tions on ground moveoents and rockbursts should be carefully kept a.nd plotted ,)n maps of the mine.; dangerous area
could thus be delineated.
As stated before, none of the met~:.ods proposed for
the prediction of rockbursts can be accepted without reservation.

It should be kept in mind that the stress equili-

brium in a rock mass can be upset by causes arising at a
diste.nce from this mass, and that even if the probable incidence of a rockburst could be predicted in a section of a.
mine, the exact location, and the exact time, c:.s well as
the degrees of violence of the burst \;Jould certainly elude
forecast.

The inconveniences and risks of inaccurate pre-

diction are obvious; and mine operators cannot afford to
spend important amounts of money on doubtful methods.
.

is the Ontario Mining Assoiation's recommendation
(9)
If

....

Ontario :r-Uning Assoiation,

.22, .cit.,

(9)

It
,

tnat

p.25_..

future research in this field be limited to the stud-

ies of the mechanisms causing bursting so that
trol methods can be developed. It

adequ~te

con--
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To know Hhet her rock burs ts can be preve nted or not
1s a ques tion still open to discu ssion . One opini on
is
that it take s actu ally so littl e movement to produ ce
a
burs t, that even the best minin g metho d and the best
meth od of supp ort cann ot prev ent it. Also , it appe ars doub
tful
whet her any mini ng meth od, exce pt unde r simp le cond
ition e,
can prev ent the accu mula tion of stres ses to such an
exten t
that rock burs ts can be entir ely elim inate d in minin s
solid
rock s at dept h. In 1924 , the Witw aters rand Rock burst
Cb~
mitt ee's conc lusio n was that rock burst s canno t be preve
nted,
no matt er 'what amou nt of supp ort is used , or \'lhat it
is compose d of. ItCr- ush-b urst move ments must be toler ated
as practica lly inev itabl e conse quen ces of deep minin g."
Mode rn opin ion is that rock burs ts can be preve nted to
some exte nt. It appe ars that the accum ulatio n of induc
ed
stres ses can be prev ented (a) if an orde rly seque nce
of
stop ing is e.dop ted, and (b) if the supp orts used comp
ly
with defi nite requ irem ents.
To esta blish an orde rly seque nce of stopi ng for a
mine , deta iled and care ful plann ing is requ ired. This
plan ning is, of cour se, diffe rent when the mine conce
rned
1s an old mine '.There rock move ments have alrea dy occu
rred,
or a new mine whic h is expe cted to go very deep , and
where
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the rocks &re of suc:1. a nature that rockbursts may be expected, or v[here the structural fe<ltures (;l,re favorable to
ground movements.
When prevention of the accumalation of stresses is
impossible -- as in the case of residual and inherent stresses -- a grE:,dual release of these stresses can be obtained
by proper control of the speed 'of mining.

vrnatever opinion is held regarding the possibility of
preventing rockbursts, the same measures are, fortunately,
recommended for controlling them.

Extensive research is

being done in all mining fields where rockbursts are a
permanent danger.

As in all other phases of mining, the

controllin3 factor is economy of operation, therefore, suitable control-measures should be obto,ined at low cost, and
the extraction of the are should be }::ept at a ma:dmum.
Therefore, a balance bet\leen output and control should be
attained.

Prevention and Control of Wall Mbvements
In a mine, any support contributes to the equalization
of the stresses which occur at the periphery of the excavations and inside the wall rocks.

There is a difference,

however, between local support and general support.
Local supports, such as stulls, props, sets, and plgsties, are designed for supporting the rin3 of loosened
rocks- existing around the excavations.

Also, tDey have to
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rE!sist as v0'ell

3,3

possible the heavy blows waich Are deliv-

ered "!hen bursts oc ~::ur.

The gel1eral sUP:0ort is constituted

by masses of roel: left in })19,ce, such as pillars and 'ribs.

It contrilntes to the even distribution of the load over
the \'7hole area of a mine.

Filling, ';lhen extensively used

in a mine, is pD.rt of the general support.

}·!oreover, fill-

ing controls the progressive release of the stresses accumulated in rocl-;:s by subsidence.

It can be seen that the con-

trol of wall movements \ViII have a different aspect in development works (crosscuts, shafts,
and in stopes.

The

controlli~G

rais~8,

levels,

etc~)'

fueasures that are adopted

for development openings and for stopes, will be studied
separately.

Development Workings
As a reslut of its

investi~ations,

the Witwatersrand

Rockburst Committee suggests that the travelling ways should
be protected by the adoption of the following policy: (a)
large shaft pillars should be left for vertical shafts;
(b) incline shafts should be in the footvrall of the orebody,
and stoped over completely; (c) except '\":here crosscuts are
protected by shaft pillars, pillars or remnants should not
be left above or below crosscuts.

Wnere crosscuts pass

through dykes, faults, or other weaknesses, their sides,
should be stripp~d and packed or pigstied;

(d) drifts

should be widened in advance of the stope faces, 2.n<1 packed
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~

.. t.::1"aoove
'

~o

.,
S,l'1CL

"
. 1 evels should be a
:Jel 0'1-'1; .()
.,e ffic1.J..n
consid-

er3,b1e distc..nce i::1 the footi'ia11 and should be stoped over;
where that is not done, t~ey should be stripped ana packed
or pigstied beyond the stope limits.
At the Crovrn :rUnes

011

the Rand, it

1dc.S

found that

feet across from ea.st to '\'lest, and. 1,200 feet on the plane
of the vej.n fro!il north to south.
:oille~r

In addition, a 600 foot

is left on the north side of tbe shaft, at the :pIE,ce

1'lhere aline normal to the vein '\'1ill intersect the ShEi.ft
collar.
At the Robinson Deep :tUne, fobtvJ8.11 drives are drive::l
at a distance of 50 feet measured normo,l1.y to the vein.
At t:1G City Deep :Une, foot'l'lalJ. drives are carried
from 100 fest to 150 feet in the footwall.

Local Supports.
Both rigid and flexible supports have been favored
on different fields.

Flexible supporta

are necessary for

development openings such as crosscuts, drifts, and airways, which shoQld stay open whatever bursts occur.

For

shafts, there 1s a decline 'in the use of ti~ber in f~vor
of steel and masonry.
is impossible for

Spalding states that at depth,

a shaft or shaft

be left without masonry supports.

statio~

of

a~y

:t

size to
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Cnncrete is used in wi~zes in the Rand, but it has a
tendency to cause excessive humidity.

However, occasional

bearers ~nd yrecast concrete blocks Rre used.

Concrete

supports shoulci. be designed so that they are subject to
only cOIDyressive stresses ~ut not to bendinS ~oment8.
il1I~Orce:-.'.2rct. i

8

tllerefore usually tmneces sary, and no pack-

inG is rec:.uirej behind the concrete 'd[~ll.
c.oncrete

ti~,:,ht

Re-

By placins the

to the sround, a smaller excavation is needed

for the SCllue finished size, the construction of the lining
is simpler, the cost and the labor of packing is eliminated,
and the lininS is stressed evenly and in compression.
over, a gradual increase of arching is prevented.
sinkin~

More--

In shaft

especially, all these points are of the greatest

importance ..
Gunlte, which is a mixture of ceLlent, sand,8nd .\"1ater,
pneunlatically applied
ings,

~revent

asai~st

the walls of underground open-

slabbin3 due to moisture in the

ite is also an excellent means of support.
it mal:es

'VIi

m~eair.

Gun-

The bond that

th rocks is remarkably strong and' intimate; the

pneumatic application appears to result in a product that
is more resilient and tougher that ,,[ould be expected by ap-plication in any other way, such as by trowels •. Gtmlte pre-·
vents the formation of many fractures, and fills all cracks
and open fractures that already exist.

Thus, vnlat may be

considered as a masonry wall, is made up of blocks

t~lat

have

!Pi • 40a : Yield ing and rigid frames.

- - - - - - 0.------<>--.---"""~-- .J>---Fig. 40b : Po17gone supports.

I

1

~
/

I

I

/'

."..----, ,
\

\

Fig. 40c : Yielding frames.

Fi • 40 : TyJ:es of 9Upportso

J
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~lre~dy

freed themselves from stresses.

Ac already ste.ted, the fle:dble forms of support are
favored iD development workings; flexible support may be
polye;on-sup:?ort, or yielding-support.

PolYGon-supports

chanSe their form under heavy pressure but not their perimeter, they always lean against sidevTall s and roof, dis--tributing the load evenly over the entire polygon.

Y1eld-

ins-supports ch8nse only their perimeter, not their shape •.
The simplest form of yielding arch or ring is one with two
or more Begments in which longholed fish-plates are used.
The fish-plates clamp the connections and are tightened vlith
wooden wedges which allow slisht movement •. Another

construc~-

tion consists of standard channels assembled in such a manner that two

adj~cent

segments slide into each other when

the roclr-pressure exceeds the resistance of the clamp band,,'
rifferent types of rigid and flexible supports are
shown in Fig. 40. (1)

(1)

Steel slJPports are extensively used,

Wuerker, R. G. Sedimentary strata experience can aid
in rockburst study, E. & M. J., Vol. 150, June 1949,
p. 63.

due to their flexibility and to maintainance of their efficiency under heavy blows.

On

the Kolar gold field, steel

supports are made of discarded rails; the rail is bent about
ita weaker moment of inertia, i.e., with the vleb normal to
the plane of the set.

As sag takes place, the sets are

forced into a more oval shape, pushing up and down into the
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po.ckin,; 2_bove E',ncl 0010\1; provlc"J.ed that this lXl.ckinS hc:.s
been \':el1 done, the set eventw;,lly takes the 10D.d in an-nular com:;:'ression.

If further se.:~ occurs, the set adapts

its she.~)e to suit the altered conditions, but do not break,
sag, or tl'list out of position like it would if themb of
the rail were in the plane of the set.
rails, bent to

E!-

Seventy-five pound

circle of 6-t't. d.iameter, or to an ellipse

5 ft. by 6~1/2 ft. hiSh, are formed in two pieces cOlli1ected
by shoes nt the top and bottom.

These sets are used in

develolJlnent ends and in sround'under unusual stres s.

They

can be placed close to the face, i·;ithout being damaged by
bla. stin f3:"

Steel sets are quite effective in resisting rock--

:-mrsts.

Stones
~he

supports used in stope present a much wider range

of variety than those used in development workings.

The

requirements are also somewhat different, the main objec-tive of stol)e support being to prevent extensive wall move-menta which occur as a consequence of

mining~

BagginS of

the walls begins as soon as an exc2vation has been made;
it is recommended, therefore, that (a) the support be
placed immediately after the opening has been started; (b)
the support be placed as close to the face as possible;
(c)

the support be rigid enough to prevent movements of

the walls, '\<li thout being destroyed or othervrise rendered

I

1.-:-

':"~------~

4-pJiofed p!5'5fy -Z_~

filled Wt"fl7

N'Q5te--

----J

-T~J
•

t'1

•

9-poinfed piC;~fy~

/

,

I

,

t
•

:

(b) Pigsty frame work

I' -

Duplex maf-pacR

(piece~

( c)

~&t-plck

thrt'aded fogel-her)

frame work

(d) Qlock-pLck frame 'Work

Pig. 41 : Wood aupporta.
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inefficient; (d) the support be permanent.

The support

first placed should be the fina.l support, since, if tempore,ry supports are used, moveY'!lents take

pla~

vlhen they

c,re replaced.
Quality and. distribution of' the support, are the

tVlO

factors that have to be considered after the requirements
for economy have been fulfilled.
Quality of supports.
Wood is the base material for many types of support
~

such

D·S

stulls, cushion-blocks, sQuare-sets, crib-sets, tim-

ber-packs, pigsties, and Cl10ck-packs.
are illustrated in Fig. 41.

Some of these supports

Wooden supports lacl{ permanency,

since they are inclined to decay and therefore to become 1neffective.
Stulls split and buckle under the blows delivered by
rockbursts.

Cushion~blocks

are unable to withstand heavy

pressures, since the stull passes

th~ough

the head-board

and foot-board.
Systematic mat-pack or stick (prop) supports may be
used to replace more rigid and stronger supports in minin6
methods eliminating remnants, even at depths greater than
T,OOO-feet.

Proper use of such supports is being investi-

gated in the Witwatersrand mines, and the results already
obtained promise
On the Rand,

tB[-

7~ln.

diminution in the number of rocl\:bursts •.

to II-in. diameter props and mat-packs
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are successfully enl)loyed, particularly in the 10ng'\t/C1ll
workin~s,

at a depth of 6,900 ft.

Pizsties &re extensively used in longwall coal mining
and also in the Ra:nd and Kola.r sold fields.

Their efficiency

increases as compression increases, so that they furnish
very good temporary support.

Seventeen deep mines on the

Rand use pigsties, but none uses pigsties a~ only support,
a combination of piss ties and mats being the most common
practice. (2)

(2)

Jeppe, C. B.,

£2. cit.,

p. 872.

SandoVls are constituted by iron or concrete shell s
led up with sand.

fil~

They are used to some extent on the Rand.

Concrete is used in form of

~ats

and plucs in stapes.

It is considered less satisfactory than masonry since it
does not set well without cushioning.

In steeply dipping·

;

veins, concrete sills are used as a protection for the lev-el s and a base on which to begin stope filling.
Gra.nite walls have been very sat1..sfactory in the Kolar
gold field, where this material is readily available.
Crowle states that careful measurements showed a 10 percent compression of the packs under steady pressure; and,
after large bursts in a heavily

weighted area, 16 percent

compression of the packs was observed.
.

The original stop-.

ing width in all cases was from 5 ft. to 6~/2 ft.

(3)

.

Gran--
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( 3)

Spaldine, J. Theory ond practice of ground control,
I.!,i.~oI. (London), Vol. 1+7, 1937, p. 106.

ite walls are built in the
vei~s,

stee~)est

with or without mortar.

dipyinS :part of the

Where mortar is used, the

walls may be built on stulls, but crib-sets are necessary
to carry v;alls constructed 't1ithout mortar on account of
the sag which takes place before they tighten up.

In either

case, it has been found that pressure can bring on early
failure

ur~ess

a cushioninz--' course of timber is built

through the walls.

In

t~is

manner, the life of supports

is prolon€ed until operations are well clear off the area,
when a gradual failure is of little consequence as
will also have been added.

No

cla~om

flllin~

can be made for the

el imination of rocl;:bursts by these methods.

However, it

enables grOlmd previously abandoned to be worked satisfaotorlly.
Filling, foliowing closely behind the face, is, without doubt, a most effective means of resisting the sag of
the ''18.lls.

Some people, hO'\>Jever, believe that rocl:bursts

cannot be more than partially controlled even \'7i th the best
filling.

Coontrol of the vIall closure vfould be absolute

only if the filling could be complete, and Tfothe fillinij
medium was incompressIble.

Therefore, mine operators at-

tempt to approach these conditions as nearly as possible.
However, because of economic factors, the filling material
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used in a siven mine uill ::::Jrooc.bly be that which is most
reRdily available, even

it is not the most suitable.
Different tY:ges of filling medium may be used ( 4 ) :

(4)

Peele, R.
a.

thou~h

Mining Ensineers' Handbook, 3rd. ed., 10-541.

Waste rock alone:

a mixture of large pieces of

sandstone and shale is used as fillins in coe.l mines, it
has about 40 percent voids and can be com_ressed as much
as 40 percent.
b.

a mixture of waste rock and sand is better than

'Vlaste rock alone, since sand fills the voids.

This mix--

ture also has the advantage of not running freely.
c.

Sand constitutes the best filling medium, and al-

though it has a high percenta5e of voids, it is almost incompressible as long as the grains are not broken.
lic

stowin~

Hydrau-

is a most suitable method of filling whereby the

sand 1s tightly packed.
As stated before, the choice of a filling medium is
almost invariably limited to the most available material,
such as sand, gravel, waste rock or mill tailins.

When a

mine is readily provided with a good fillin~ medium, Qnd
when the fillinp; practice is appropriate, the advantages
of a better medium are not, as a rule, sufficiently obvious
to warrant the additional cost.
Distribution of Supports.
The degree of loading and the rate of wall closure
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vary throuGhout a mine.

Therefore, when separate ill1its

of support, such as mat-packs, pi,c;sties, 1'18ste-roclc packs,
are used, uniformity of type, Emd correct distribution are
essential throughout the area to be supported.
Uneven distribution of the supports results in an
unequal share of the total stresses being thrown upon that
part of the solid rock which is closer to the weaker supports.

Such a condition tends to fracture the hangingwall

between the zones vlhich are differently supported.

Varia-

tions in dip and stoping width complicates the problem.
In a dipping vein the banging wall at the bottom of the
stapes requires more support than in the upper part of the
stopes, in order to maintain a uniform sag of the rock formations.

Hence, the size and number of the supporting

uni ts should be

incre~sed

at the bottom of stopes •.

Seguence of Stoplng
The most effective safeguard against the occurrence
of bursts results from the use of a planned sequence of
stoping.

A defective method of mining may not have ser-

ious consequences a.s long as it is restricted to the shallow part of an orebody.

However, a mine is to be considered

as a Whole structure; therefore, defects in any ·one part
of the structure have a bearing on the mine as e.-,., ",hole.

In many mines, in the Rand especially, the presence of
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unsupported old excavations above the present workings
has resulted in numerous rockbursts.

In such cases, it

cannot be expected, whatever precautions are taken, that
rockbursts can be entirely eliminated Q~tll either, (a)
these stretches of insufficiently supported ground are
adequately filled, or (b) assuming that the active stoping area are uniformly and aiequately supported at a rate
corresponding to the rate of extraction, until a mining
sequence has been in use long enough for an efficient barrier to be formed between the active stoplng areas, and
the old open stopes above them.
The adoption of a planned mining sequence has, how-ever, some inconvenience.

There is not the same latitude

with tonnage or grade control as with more indiscriminate
methods of stoping, 8.1 though in certain cases, these deficiencies can be made up by keeping development farther
ahead of stoping.

Furthermore, the chanoes at mining be-

lng interrupted by bursts are lessened.
Before a new level is opened, comprehensive planning
should be made, including all phases from development to
the final extraction of the ore.(5)
(5)

Robson, W.

T.~

2E. cit.,

PP. 367 - 369.

(a)' An accurate picture of the geological structure
of the deposit should first be obtained by means of level
maps, cross and longitudinal sections.

SOIDe of the charac--
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teristics of the deposit are known beforeth~ start of
the minins op8p2,tion, from di8.rr:ond. drill-holes for exampIe.

Others can be determined or allo~ed for with a reason-

able degree of certainty.

The nature of the wall-rocks,

the approximate depth of the ore-zone, and the dimensions
and continuity of the ore-Bhoots shoQld be determined.

All

vein fractures, faults, slips, joints, t03ether with the
rocl;:-tn;es, shoulci ha.ve their Iocation :9lotted on the
and sections.

ni2.lJS

Uine models give an accurate three dimen-

sional picture of a deposit, but they are expensive.
(b)' From a detailed study of the plans, sections,
and models, a mining method should be chosen.

This choice

is also governed by economic conditions and the importance
of the deposit,

(3,S

'ltlell as by the structural chara.cteris-

tics obtained above.
( c)

Mining should then proceed according to the pla.ns.

As it proceeds, all information should be gathered and examined.

A suitable speed of mining may be determined dur-

ing development in order to allow the residual stresses,
or the inherent strcsses which may exist in the rocks, to
release gradually; slabbin;:5 and flaking of the \'T9.l1s 'Hill
t~us

be controlled.

The avoidance of an advanced heading

has been recommended(6) for coal mines where the longwall
(6)

Pescod, R. F. Rockbursts in the western :9ortion of
the South Wales coalfield. Inst. of Min. Engrs. (London), Trans. Vol. 107, 1947-1948, p. 535.
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method. of stoping is used.

If this is impossible, the

headings should be at least 10 feet ,vide, adequ2.tely supported, and hc,ve a slow and intermittent rate of advance.
In stoping, the followlnsprecautions should be tak-en:

(1)

Once the st opine; method to be used is determined,

it should be adrered to.
(2)

The ore should be extracted as completely as pos-

sible in the first minlnr::;.

This procedure is advantEi.seous

both from the point of vie"l of rockburst and from the point
of view of economy.

Indeed, as the sequence tends towards

the reduction of the number of

"",orkin~

fe,ces per level,

tonnage :equirements demand the maximum output per face.
(3)

Efforts should be made to avoid the form2.tion of

iso1Cl,ted unmined area in the orebody.

Pillr,rs or remnants

of ore should not be left "",hen they may be eliminated.

Lev-

el pillars should be mined, out and replaced by concrete
sills or packwa11s.
(4)

When pillars are left, they should be of suf-,

ficient size to vii thstand pressure 'without burstin,g.

(5)

A retreating method of mining is preferable over

any other method.
(6)

The face should be kept straight.

All irregu-

larities should be smoothed out, since they favor the accumulation of stresses.

(7)

As mining prbceeds, permanent sUyport should be

placed ClOS8 to the face.

This support should not hamper
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the circulation of the air w.ons the face.

e8)

Stopin,-:; should proceed a"vIay from a fault or any

other \,:011 defim;d line of vlealmess, to avoid the accumulation of stresses in a zone which is likely to fail.
e9)

Vlhen t't'.Jo veins are be in?: mined simul taneollsly,

one should be 'Vwrked out as comlJletely as 2'.lossible in advance of the other.
ve ins as 't'le11 as t
(10)

0

This principle applies to pe,rallel
br~l.l1chinr~

veins;

Wb.en several levels <,re exploited' simultaneously,

the stope faces should be in alignment over a number of lev--·
else

LonlSvlall :Method.
From the above recommendcotions it follO\'ls the.t

Co

re-

treatin!!, method of lon";1'Jall lllinln3, 'Hi th sto\'line:, is the
best method thr.t
occur.

C811

be used in a mine \ihere rockburets

Longvrall mining is not, of course , universally ap-·

plicable and, in irregular orebodies such as those of the
Kolar Gold Field, where selective mining is essential,
modifications should be made or another method of mininc;
adopted.
It hel.S been seen that rockbursts may occur in mines
using

the longwal1 system, therefore,

adoptin~

this meth-

od does not mean that all rockbursts will be eliminated.
Hen',ever, the long.. .l all ;nJ.titthod

complies ".:1 th wost of the

requirements for preventinG rockbursts and controlling their

43 Level

44 Level

Scale
...
I.
reel
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..L'
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Longwall stoping at the Crown :Mines.

South Africa.

'
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effects.
a.

No

pillar~

are left which are the source of

me.ny troubles.
b.

RetreL1.tins 10nS"12"11 offers more protection than

any other @ethod, since no parts of the mine are left
st8.ndinr; under heavy loads for Ions periods of time.

How-

ever, the co-vine; of' the rock formations has to be carefully
controlled in order to avoid the accwnulation of stresses
ahead of the face or on the supports.

Therefore, much at-

tention should be given to the supports and to the filling.
They should be placed as close to the face as possible
without interference with mining.

Shearing of the rock

at the face will thus be prevented.
c.

Dte~ped-lonswa11

is not a safe method of mining

in rockbursts areas, since conce:'''1,trations of stresses are
1 iable to occur in the

~:m~~les

bet 1,leen faces.

C'onvergence

of the 10ngwall faces should also be avoided as much as
possible, partiCUlarly with advancing longwall mining.
d.

LOllgwall methods permit high outputs to be attained

with maximum security.

Fig. 42a illustrates a method of

longwall mining used in the Crown Mines on the Rand.

The

10TIf-n'lall :face '\'lhieh covers three levels is mined for a distance of 1,000 feet, on the strike without any remnant being left.

The face advance is of the order of 18 ft. to

35 ft. per month, at a depth of 5,500,- ft.

Sup)ort is ::;lven

by 2 it. chock-packs, at €i".ft. centers on the str>j.::e
ft. centers on the dip.,

Cc)"]d

8-

F"OOT\oIAL L DR! V£

)(.CJROM FW.DRIVE TO REEF

Fig. 42b

Longwa1l. peak stoping, d.ia gramrratic

Cram l:ines, South Africa.

0
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A modified lont:;vmll method has also been studied in
the Crown Hines.
adapted to deep
has the

This is a lons\·:all-peak method especially
minin~,

advanta~e

of

it is illustrated in Fig. 42b, it

permittin~

the use of scrapers.

, face advance is from 28 ft. to 30 ft. per month.
tion is particularly simple.

The

Ventila-

Such a method has been used

in the Crown Hines and East Proprietary !-Unes, a.nd no rock-bursts have occurred
ft.

~t

the face, even at depths over 7,000

In these methods, no attempt has been made to install

rigid or exceptionally strone; supports.

It is considered

that support·· is not the important factor, for the mining
method is such that accumulation of ,stresses is avoided.
Thus, rigid, strons support may be replaced by systematic
mat-pack compressible supports wideiy spaced; or by stick
supports, even at a clepth ljreater than 7,000 ft.

The

possibilities in this direction are being explored in a
number of mines and results from the point of view of fewer
rockbursts have so far proved most promising.

Mat-packs

and 7-4.nch to 11-inch diailleter props are successfully employed to a depth of 6,900 feet, and also to support longwall workings.
Lonp::wall methods are not always applicable-, other
.,-'
methods must therefore be used.

prof'

II
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Fig. 43

Resue filling method of sto .. ing

at the Cram Mi.'1es, South :t1fl""'C8"
Face sUPI=Ort.
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B:~sue-Filllns l:fethod.

A resue-waste-fill method of mining whereby satis---

factory dC'ompinr; of the vibrations due to rockbursts is
obtcdned has
(7)

been adopted. in the City Deep mine~7)

Jeppe, C.B~,

Q2. cit.,

suine does not reduce the
ordinary stoping.

Re-

pp. 856 - 957.

n~~ber

of remnants formed in

However, a solldly packed 'lrTaste fill,

maintained to within 15 ft. of the face, provides suP?ort
for 80 percent of the excavation.

The

intervenin~

areas

are supported by two rows of 7-inch diameter sticks placed
at 6 ft. centers on dip and strike.
trated in

Fi~.

This method is illus-

43.

Overhand Nethod.
At Morro V€lho, Brazil, overhand stoping vii th filling
is employed.

The ore is fairly strong, but the schist. in

which it occurs is extremely vleak,so that it is only by
cEl,reful fillin<:j, and by l'.::eeping the filling well up to the
face that mininG can be pursued safely and effie lently •.
The filling used in the stapes pa.cks very hard; it is brouc:ht
from the surface to the stopes in cars..,
Owing to the
low the

No.

f1at~ng

of the pitch of the vein be--

22ho~izon-level,

mining method has been

at 6,426 ft. of depth, the

sll~htly

modified.

The Tl1ethod in---

vol ves the carrying upwards of inclined til;"[bered

\~ays

(par-
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al1el to the 2:ener.9.1 inclination of the vein) throuGh the
filling as the stope level rises, involvinS much closer
fill inn:.

In this vray, no sin31e pillar of are

left standin~ in the Morro Velho mine.

viaS

ever

All the are is

removed, and the stooes so forDed are entirely filled.

At

present, the workings' are so closely packed with sand fill-ing that the consumption of explosives has increased; whereas the loosely pac.l:ed fill used previously. all011ed considerable breakin?, of the rock at the face, and therefore little
blastln5

'\"IHS

lin~

blastin~

and

and

~reater

Shrinka~e

required.

Ho'lt!ever, the increased cost of dril--

is more than offset by higher efficiency

safety.

Method.

A- rna difi e d pane_-s
.~
1
h r i nKo,.-:e
1
met'_~od
is used at t'n~ Crown

Mine ('\tlitwatersranc1) i'1here the dip is 32 0 south.

Theinit-

ial support is furnished by the broken are, and the final
support by waste rock.

The pack-walla made of sorted waste

are hand-built along the strike and follow the face very
closely.

The disadvantage of this method, common to all

shrinkage methods, is that the initial filling does not provide the ultimate supp~rt(~)
(8)

Jeppe,

C~

B•

.QQ.

ill.,

p. 848.

shalL Pi /la r
~
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Fig. 44

100'
1

200'
•

Rill stoping r;.etnod at Lako-:ihore mines,
Canada. Section shoWing the stoPing
arrangement between the 30?5-Pt level
a.l1.d the 4325-Ft level.
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Rill StopiIlG_
At the La.ke Shore I-Une in Ont8.rio, cut-and-fill methods 8re ex.clusiYely used belm·: the 1,600 ft. level. (9)

(9)

Robson, W. T.

££. cit.,

pp. 359, 364 •

_---------_-:..:.

.

__

..:...-.:_-----~---

A rill stoping method, with cuts taken aloDo the strike of
the oreiJody provides more effective support for tl1E' vrall s
than a horizontal cut-and-fill method.

One of the princi-

pal reasons for this is that the lines of intersection of
important vein fractures plun:,e at

10\'1

tion of the strike of the orebodies.
such lines of vleakness

Cl,t

angles in the direc-

A rill face crosses

a high angle and thus provides

more effective support than does a horizontal cut, which
might contain the line of intersection for a cansiderr;;.ble
distance alon; the stope_
Rill stopes are timbered with standard square-sets,

8 ft. high and 5 ft.

4~inches

square.

A plank floor is

laid from cap to cap, thu? being parallel to the stope face
and at an

an~le

of 55° with the horizontal •. The timber

serves a useful purpose in

t~at

it restricts to some degree

the initial sag of the immediate walls.
Starting from a vertical raise, successive stapes are
mined to the level above; each having a maximum length of

65 ft. along the vein.

Mining is completed in one section

before the next section starts, and thus active stoping is
confined to a comparatively short length along the orebody.
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The stope is mined overhand, the rill ~ace being advanced
to within 30 ft. of the level above.

At this point, mining

is carried on with vertical slices.
The filling material used is a mixture of sand and
waste rock; it is kept close to the workin5 face of the
stope and provides the final support of the walls.

In the

principal stoping regions, a concrete mat is used as the
first

~ll1

on stope timbers.

The height to which the con-

crete is carried varies from 8 ft. to 16. ft. depending on
the

width of the stope.

In some cases, spaced concrete

plugs are placed at the top of the stope to form a sill for
the level above.

Fig. 44 illustrates the rill stoping meth-

od which has been adopted at Lake Shore Mines, after aonsid-erable trouble due to rockbursts had been experienced between
the two raises above the 3,800 ft. level.

Mininr; Remnants
As previously mentioned, complete extraction of the
ore is not always feasible, and it may be necessary that
pillars of waste, or areas of non-commercial ore be left
unmined.

Later, however, it may become desirable to ex-

tract these' pillars.

A remnant is defined as a block of

solid ground which has been reduced by stoping operations
to a size at which there is danger of bursting.

However,

it 1s difficult to determine the size at Which a pillar
becomes a remnant since the beginning of rockbursting de---

12;':

Crlf:;,rEtcter

m1nin~

0::

the

proceeds.

Such 6.1S2.8 trous results l1~we come from t1.18 :£linjn.s of
renmants t'::1e.t strict control of their

I' 8:'1 0

'![-d is essential.

be under the supervision of a "remncmt officer" v1ho notifies the ma.na.gement \'[hen a block 6fsround approaches the
remn8nt stc;,::se, viz. abclut 300 ft. on the strike, 8.nd 150 ft.
on the dip.

The senior officials then meet and decide in

each case hovl best to
U)

1'101'1:

the remnant.

with detc;ils of support, esc,s.:?e 'i'lays,

Plans are dr0.wn
8.l1d ~)ersor nel

•.

flIf tlle mana~;er decides that special precautions,
beyond those t~ken in ordinary stoping, ~re necessary
in extr8.ctin;,":; any rer.mant, or other l)iece of Sl"01.xnd,
it is recommel1ded the.t he issue c.ets.iled instl."'uctions
concernins the labor for t:le 1..;0!'1: and its supervision,
'ivl th re~o.pd to the E12.nner in . . : hic11 the i-lark is to be
carried-out. A copy of these instructions should be
given to each mine overseer and shift-boss concerned,
to each miner emploYffo~n the job, and one sent to the
Inspector of Hines."
( 1 0)

J ep~Je ,

.QJ2 • cit.,

:p • 807.

The following recommendations are to be considered in
mining remnants: .
1..

Remlants should be mined to a shape having greater

dimensions on the strike

t~an

on the dip, such as a

triangle, although some authorities hold different

ro~~ded
viev!~.

When remnant lie against a fault, or dike, their end should

x,

· • 458.

Zon e area.. Zoning is n:ad.e according tot he cienel'""' 1 strike of the
dislocatio or boundary on which the remnant is formed" relative
to the strike of the reef.
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be

c~rr ied per~ endi cula r

a long slop ins

~nsle ;

to the dyke or faul t, and not at

nor shou ld there be any re-en trant

ansl es.(l l)
(11)

Jepp e,

C~

B.,

£2.

~it. ,

pp. 808, 809.

FiS. 45a show s the zonin 3 in accor danc e with the general strik e of the dislo catio n or bOlm dary on which
the
reDln ant is form ed, relat ive to the strik e and dip of
the
vein .
Fig. 45b show s the corre ct metho d of

explo itin~

a rem--

nant for each zone illus trate d in Fi5. 4Sa.
2..

Duri ng the recov ery of pilla rs, it 1s

reco~ ~ende d

not to drive into the pilla rs.

3.

The vlork ing face shou ld be advan ced rapid ly and

cont inuo usly .

4.

Supp orts, suff icien t to with stand

shoc~ s,

shoul d

be kept close up to the work ing face.

5 •. Only the minimum numb er of work ers neede d shoul d
~e

empl oyed near the work ing face.
6~.

The direc tion of the work ing face shou ld be care -

fully selec ted with a view: to safet y.

7.. The hang ingw all side of the face shou ld be kept
in adva nce of the footw all side.

8.

The whol e face of ~he ~emnant shou ld be blast ed

in one oper ation , and not just a porti on of it.
9. Seve ral remn ants shou ld not be work ed simu ltane ously
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in the S8me district of a mine.
re~m2.nt8

The interval between

under mining should be at leo,st 1,500 ft.

Blastins_
Ohanges in the pressure conditions of a mine may result from blasting, and a nwnber of rockbursts have occurred after blasting which should, therefore, be done at the
end of the shift, when nobody is in the workings.
\fuen a section of a mine structure is known to be
under heavy stresses which may result, at any time, in a
rockburst; it is possible

by

using an excess of explosives

to transmit sufficient shoc1( for inducing the burst.

This

so-called "volley-firlngll has been practiced in Europe
for some time.

Experiments were carried out at the Char-

leroi coal mines in Belgiwn.

Of course, the success of the

attempt is dependent on the identification of potential
bursts, and the proper location of suitable explosive oharges.

It has been recommended that the charges be placed

in diamond drill-holes,

percuss~on

tools having a tendency

to disrupt the state of unstable equilibrium, in which the
rock is found.(12)
(12)

Spalding, J.

The holes should be advanced 30 ft •
.2£. cit.,

p. 80.

or 50 ft. in advance of the face.

Volley firing should be

continued until the expected burst occurs, or normal conditions are reached.

It is bad practice to assume that if
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I

F • 46 : Bord of release driven 110 Ft.
in advance of t.."1e principal bards.
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in an upset zone volley firing is without effects, there
is no imminent danger of a rockburst.

The application of

method is obviously limited by economic considerations.

Release of Stresses
It has already been emphasized that the speed at
i'lhich mining proceeds is extremely import2"nt in connec-tion with rockbursts, particluarly in development workings.

The residual or inherent stresses that frequently

exist in rocks have to be released graQual1y in order to
avoid rockbursting.

In some collieries using the bord-

and-viall method of mining (l~) it is common pracJ.:.ice to
(13)

Foster, H.T. Controle du Toit, observations dans
le fond et leur interpretation, Almales des Mines
de Belgique, Vol. 39, 1938, p. 567.

drive a "bard of release" 110 ft. in advance of the prin-cipal bards.

In this bord of release, the roof 1s allowed

to cave, and thus, . lateral release of the pressure in the
rocks is favored, as a consequence of -which frachres and
tensions disappear in the principal bords.
is illustrated in Fip;. 46 •.

This method
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It is frec:uently s9.id ths,t one

hEl,S

to experience

rocl:burst s to c't:p)reci8"te ivhat tney can do in the
d2..r.: a ses.

Fortu!l8tely, that is sometJ.:ins whicl1 tl1e average

miniDg man seldom has the opportunity to see.
plainstde fact that
the Kolar

1tr.?,y -of

~old Fiel~

ty years a30.

t~e

But it eJl-

accounts of the first bursts on

were received with incredulity thir-

At that time these :lla:"'1ifestations Here

call_ec. " a ir-blasts ll until ths.t ter:n was off.icially c.e:.Jrecated. and subs t i tuted by "roc.kburs'ts";

:20

one understood

their causes, much less how efficiently to combat them.
Then, as mining was proceedin3 at greater depths in many
parts of the world, incidences of rockbursts were reported
from other min in; fields.
Research was eventually organized and observations
on rockbursting and experimenbs on the failure of rocks
have been carried out ever since.

The gradual

evolutio~

of better methods of support and stoping has taKen
at the same time as the search for an adequc>.te

~13ce

e;~p18,rJ8.tic:n

of those violent movements.
The opinions t:'lat have been eX:ijressed to 8::;;1::::.in
the nature, the cc;,.uses,
differ widely.
because of

2~~:d. t~J.e

~:.eche.r:ism

of :::,',:)cl:burst s

These differences may arise not so much

ve.ri:.::"'vtio~:18 i~1.

the b2.sic princilJles unc.erlyi:rJ.3

the causes of rockbursts in va.rious districts, but more
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likely because the effects of pressure observed in a milW
8.re determined by

8,

set of cOl1(iitions peculiar to the.t

~nine.

The rockburst )roblem is therefore more or less unique for
eac:l ;11i::1e.

In ec.ch 1nc11 viduC'.l mine, 'ho1;1ever, [5uided by

a g1'len t:.l.eory, it bas been possi"ole to reo)en large are;3,S
of '5round whibh ilad been virtuc-112T lost a.nd to Vlor:t: t:1em
:)rofi tabl~.

Furthermore,:1 t

rl8.S

oeen fec:.si 'ble to continue

mining at ever increasing depths with a diminution in risk
rather than an increase.
A general theory of rockbursts will be possible only v;hen more information are, obtained on the behavior of
rocks in place and the stress distribution around excavB.tions driven in non-homOGeneous materials.

Also, the

cOl1fi?;uration of orebodies al.1d rock-masses as well as ti.1eir
structural characteristics will become increesingly easy
to determine with
onomic drilling.
~lins

the.development of new methods for ecAll these factors are essential for strug-

efficiently against rockbursts.
It has been shown in this thesis that, at the present

time, rockburst cannot be predicted with a.11Y certs-inty.
However, the possibility of preventins and
rockbursts has been proved.

controllin~

In this connection,

t~e

prev-

ention of wall movements and the adoption of a suitable
sequence of stopin3 are of the highest importance.
Rockbursts may

occu~

ations; however, they are

in all types of minins operparticul~ly

freQuent in deep
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mines.

The problem of rockbursts'is not, therefore, as

much specialized
t:le

c~ee2)- 8e,=,- ted

mLled.

2,S

it in::,;,;, be felt since OTIe dc.y or another

de:)osits of tbe 'dor1o. she"ll :'-'lcwe to ')e

Such :::1Lle 8 l;i11 lw.ve t:.. . e

O~J90rtuni ty

of)rofi tins

by the e:;,::perience of oL-::.ers and mir.sLlt be able to a,void

me.ny of

t~je

difficulties and hazaro.s

had to endure.

th~t

t:'le pioneers
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